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INTRODUCTION

One of the most unfortunate facts about the relationship of the United States with Latin America is that only in recent years has there been any appreciable amount of intellectual interchange with reference to law. This, of course, is an example of the relative lack of cultural exchange between these peoples. Only in very recent years has the North American interest in Latin America been in any sense general and active.

While there are a few recent volumes which discuss various aspects of Latin American law in a fashion calculated to interest the North American lawyer and academician, the Latin American contributions to and attitudes toward international law are virtually unknown in the United States except in very restricted quarters.

For this reason it was thought that a survey such as the one presented here would contribute not only to a better understanding of Latin American juristic thought as pertaining to international law, but also to a better comprehension of legal theory in general, and of Latin American culture as a whole.

The phase of the philosophy of international law which, with reference to the regional application here studied, has been the major interest in this work, i.e., whether writers rely more on naturalism or positivism as the philosophical foundations of the law of nations, is, like the matter of
Latin American law itself, a subject which has been neglected by North American scholars. Most textbook and treatise writers, in the field of international law, however, have at least something to say about legal philosophy, if nothing more than to survey the predominant orientations of a few of the more important writers from the middle of the fifteenth century to quite recent times. The philosophical content of most general studies of international law is a hazy intimation that positivism represents modern enlightenment as contrasted with the superstition of an earlier day, but little effort is taken to establish any legal theory by means other than simple suggestion, and for this reason too it was thought that the present survey might be able to make some contribution to a needed clarification.

It may not be amiss to mention at this point that the present writer's interest in this general topic stemmed from a realization that a shortcoming in his experience as a teacher was a feeling of inadequacy when attempting to discuss the foundations of international law.

As has already been mentioned, treatise writers are often sufficiently interested in the matter of the foundations of international law to briefly mention it, but more often than not the remarks regarding the problem are not particularly illuminating or informative except in an historical sense. One of the reasons for this tendency to avoid the depths of this issue may well be the very real fact that positivists
and naturalists are found on both sides of virtually every important practical question, and that there is little indication that either avowed orientation would consistently represent a more enlightened view than the other. Von Treitschke and Austin, for example, held similar views on sovereignty but each represented a different philosophical orientation; similarly, Kelsen and Le Fur, though both monists, represent positivism and naturalism respectively; and, in an interrogative vein, could there be, any appreciable difference among the views of positivists, eclectics, and naturalists as to a principle such, for example, as that of the *thalweg*?

What, then, is the significance of this whole question? In a certain sense as, for example, in the instances mentioned above, the matter may have very little significance. On the other hand, the problem of whether justice requires natural law with which positive law can be compared and improved is of a fundamental sort, and it remains a persistent issue in that while interest in it may wane for a time it seems always to be revived at a later moment. Currently there is considerable attention being shown to the matter.

To point up this fact clearly but succinctly there would seem to be no better way than to note the pronouncements of two noted scholars in the field of international law who, while both are considered to be inclined toward a progressive point of view, represent markedly different philosophical orientations. It has been said "...that all philosophy of law of this generation will necessarily have to be a 'dialogue
Whether or not this is a sound judgment need not be debated here since for purposes of this discussion it may be noted simply that Hans Kelsen's statement is as emphatic a presentation of legal positivism as the present writer has seen, and perhaps the clearest ever written. The naturalistic orientation of Hersh Lauterpacht, on the other hand, is a well thought through position which reveals, in its contrast with Kelsen's view, the philosophical importance and nature of this entire problem.

The founder of the Vienna school, Hans Kelsen, in a recent sketch of the history of the natural law view, found to his own satisfaction that natural law has been used to support both sides of the more important social and intellectual issues as reflected in law, and, therefore, that its validity as a body of norms to govern social conduct is at best of questionable merit. The use of natural law both to defend and to attack monarchy, as by Filmer and Locke, or socialism, as by Comte and Spencer, is cited among others as examples of the alleged duplicity of natural law. Agreeing with Plato that a lie at times may be useful in supporting the ends of government, Kelsen makes it quite clear that he considers natural law to be only a lie which nevertheless may be thought by some to be useful.

There is evidence presented elsewhere that Kelsen does not deny the value of metaphysical considerations, while his view is that the objects of these on the one hand and matters of a temporal character on the other are to be surveyed
with absolutely no reference to each other.\(^4\) Seemingly it is on this premise that Kelsen's attack on natural law is based.

In the last analysis, however, as far as the question of the nature of justice is concerned, there is nothing which could be more emphatic than Kelsen's statement of positivism, and he leaves absolutely no doubt that he considers natural law to be unadulterated nonsense.

The English international lawyer, Hersh Lauterpacht, on the other hand, who seems of late to be primarily interested in the legal personality of the individual under international law, is quite emphatic that this status of the individual man, and indeed personal rights of many sorts, are the result of a realization of the natural right of the individual as such to a degree of respect.\(^5\)

Lauterpacht is well aware that natural law has been used to support both sides of many questions, but strongly affirms that its chief application has been to the "...defense of the imprescriptible rights of the liberty and the equality of man."\(^6\) This function of natural law, he says, is the "...continuous thread in the historical pattern of legal and political thought."\(^7\)

The natural law, in Lauterpacht's view, is not a series of absolute norms, clear and concise on every point at all times in human experience. Rather,

It moulds the minds of rulers and legislators by instilling into them that degree of reasonableness and restraint which constitutes the barrier
between obedience and rebellion. 8

One apprehends it, therefore, through a sort of intuition of the just, as something like the realization of a consensus of justice in the Krabbean view. But it must not be thought of as being solely a product of ratiocination; according to Lauterpacht, a realization of the precepts of natural law results from experience. 9

The point of this perusal of a few of the ideas of two of the Western World's leading international legalists on the matter of naturalism vs. positivism is to suggest in some small measure the importance which juristic thinkers are disposed to impute to this issue regarding the basis of law.

It should be mentioned here in passing that the terms natural law and positive law each suggest more than one type of legal or philosophical arrangement. Without in any way attempting to exhaust the point, it may be observed that natural law on the one hand may suggest a sort of divinely ordained scheme of things such as was envisioned by the Stoics and the clerical doctors of the middle ages; it may suggest a legal system in which only precepts of natural law are legally valid, as held by Pufendorf; it may imply the idea of natural rights of man in the sense of eighteenth century rationalism; or it may postulate an intuition of the just as a guide to legislation much as suggested by Lauterpacht. Positivism, on the other hand, usually refers to the notion of law as enacted or otherwise formulated by man himself. The Austinian system, which recognized as law only those
rules sanctioned by the sovereign, is perhaps the classic example of positivism, but other examples would include the reliance upon enacted treaties and established customs of international law as emphasized by such authorities as William E. Hall and August W. Heffter, also the reformist schemes of the self-styled positivists, Leon Duguit and Hans Kelsen.

As a rule of thumb it may be suggested that conceptions which conceive of any law, juridical or moral, as superior to the enacted law are to be termed natural law conceptions, while systems which recognize only enacted law, whether by monistic sovereignty or by pluralistic agreement, or crystallized custom, are positivist in character. It is important to realize, however, that a great many writers and thinkers recognize the value of both positivist and naturalist elements in legal thought, and attempt to utilize them together in eclectic combinations of various sorts. This eclecticism is perhaps more characteristic of jurists interested in international law than of legislators concerned with municipal law because international law is not as closely tied to particular legislative forms as is national law, and jurists of the latter interest can more easily than their internationalist colleagues center their attention on the mere form and the immediate source of law.

In the domestic area, then, it is not too difficult to think of law per se as mere form and, consequently, to leave to legislative bodies, for the most part, the function of setting up the just norms. This is due, it would seem, to
the relatively high degree of stability which obtains in the domestic order. This stability is not in itself the essence of a legal system; rather, it is the attribute of a social situation which allows of a particular type of juridical arrangement—generally one which tends to glorify tradition and to disparage change.

It is true, of course, that in times of crisis law in the domestic sphere frequently tends toward rapid adjustment, while precedents, at these times, become of less relative weight. Examples of this can be seen in the legislation of the Great Depression and in the subsequent court decisions in the United States during the nineteen-thirties. This tendency can be seen to an extent in the cases involving the Japanese-American displaced persons during the period of World War II. It appears in the extremist movements in Italy, Germany, and Russia in the present century, and in the social revolution in contemporary England. Relatively, however, as compared with international relationships, the domestic sphere has exemplified stability.

While relative stability has often obtained also in the international sphere, its prevalence has tended to be less general there than in the domestic realm, and it is not merely coincidental that the theorists of legal positivism have been, in general, more widely received by those interested in municipal law than by those of a more internationalist orientation.

It is not suggested, of course, that positivism has left international law unscathed, and that the latter's allegiance
to natural law, or to the concept of justice as distinguished from, and as sometimes over-riding, the positive law, has been a constant. Manifestly no such view has been taken in this work, but it is significant that the writers of international law have, on the whole, been less Austinian than the Austinians, i.e., less rigidly positivist than the domesticists. Positivism in international law has been either of a less rigid or of a more revolutionary sort than its domestic counterpart. It has looked in times past as well as present primarily toward treaties and customs, but has often recognized also the power of the idea of justice as a real force in the juridical process. Especially in quite recent times it has taken forms which, while in themselves of a radical but positivist character, retain often (as in the case of Duguit) implied overtones of innate justice and equity. Even the positivist view of Kelsen, while rigidly characterized as such, in placing international above domestic law in the hierarchy of norms, appeals to the internationalist's own sense of justice; for it is being directed at an apparent evil in the world order, namely national sovereignty, and indeed, a naturalist might well ask whether this practical recognition of the just by avowed positivists is not to be attributed to their innate, though to be sure unrecognized, intuition of justice.

It is submitted, then, that instability and need for change have made students of international law less skittish about the recognition of natural law (whether called thus or by some other term such as equity, justice or international
decency) as an element in the law, than has been true of writers interested fundamentally in domestic law; and in Latin America, with which the body of this work is primarily concerned, the natural law element, whether of Thomist or Kantian origin, has appeared with remarkable consistency in the writings on international law from the earliest works on the matter to the present.

Although the Latin Americans, for the most part, have followed the general trends of the Western World in matters of international law, there were virtually none in that continent who disregarded natural law entirely, and it is significant that all of the writers surveyed in the body of this work have been eclectics at least to a degree.

On the other hand, the most influential of these writers would seem to be those who have emphasized the positive aspects of international law and who have relegated the naturalistic features to a secondary role.

It is evident from what has just been said that the problem of determining whether the Latin American writers are positivists or naturalists is not one of absolutely separating the sheep from the goats, but rather a relative problem in which a greater or lesser degree of each of these elements is determined.

The question of the international personality of the individual, while not of necessity closely connected with that of naturalism vs. positivism, is, nevertheless, a modern theoretical problem of international law which is of the
highest significance, and one with which the following survey will definitely concern itself. This matter, because of the question of allegiance and of the feeling of an actual and intimate relationship, is closely tied up with the problems of the breakdown of national sovereignty, the curbing of the irresponsible predatory state, the development of international authority, and the growth of a sentiment of community consciousness in the international realm. That the development of the individual as a subject of international law, as well as a realization of the other goals just mentioned, can be achieved on either naturalistic or positivistic premises is manifest from a study of these positions. However, with reference to the indication of some trend toward recognition of the international personality of the individual, this represents a highly significant change from what, until recently, was considered a fundamental axiom of the law of nations. It may be suggested that this new development involves a feeling or belief that the new point of view will achieve justice more readily than will the status quo, and in this sense the issue is quite closely related to the general idea of natural law. It must be emphasized, however, that the naturalism involved is often of a broadly philosophical and political nature rather than of a strictly juristic character.

Although, as has just been pointed out, there is good ground for relating this matter to natural law, the consideration here of the problem of the international personality
of the individual as having a part in the present survey of Latin American philosophy of international law has not been conceived of as being intimately bound up with the issue of positivism vs. naturalism. Rather, it has been considered as the foremost theoretical problem confronting modern international law and, consequently, as sufficiently important to merit some treatment in a work purporting to inquire as to the underlying legal philosophy of writers on international law.

It is largely but not exclusively with this in mind that advocates of the "new international law" have been treated here. These writers, whether in Europe or America, have usually emphasized the twin elements which are the international personality of the individual and the diminution of national sovereignty as a counterpart of an augmented international community. Several of these last mentioned works have been considered also from the standpoint of their overall philosophical and practical systems in an attempt to present some of the more important "seeker" elements in Latin America as they pertain to international law. These works, often of a hybrid character, show influences of diverse origin among which may be mentioned a sociological orientation smacking strongly of Krabbe and especially of Duguit, of natural law in a relatively modern sense, and, to a limited degree, the pure theory of law. There are also a number of systems which, with relatively little interest in the theoretical aspects, attempt in quite an original fashion to set
forth practical plans for the rejuvenation of the law of nations.

The third element included in this work is a survey of the so-called American school of international law. It was felt that a résumé of the philosophy of international law as seen in the works of Latin American writers could not avoid some treatment of this particularist theory unless it should restrict itself entirely to the problem of naturalism vs. positivism. Since, as has been suggested above, such a restriction was not thought to be entirely applicable here, the inclusion of a survey of this regional concept would seem to be required.

It may further be stated that the American school of international law is really quite closely related to some of the elements in the new international law, and it might even have been considered as part of the latter somewhat heterogeneous tradition.

All of this material is presented against the background of a survey of the theory of international law in the Western World since the fifteenth century.

A few words need to be said with reference to the choice of sources, and to the research techniques and methods of presentation employed.

A. As to Sources

1. Most of the works consulted have been systematic treatises and class textbooks. Reliance on these works was
based on the hypothesis that the more important views would find expression there, and that these works would show a truer cross section of Latin American thought on these matters than would any other collection of sources. All of the nineteenth century works which could be located were included, this scope being a practical possibility in view of the number published. The twentieth century works were selected largely with a view to choosing the most widely known and highly respected representative authorities, but with some attempt also to achieve wide geographical distribution. It was felt that the degree of completeness attained for the nineteenth century was not a practical possibility for the present century in view of the vastly greater amount of literature available. The method of selection, it must be emphasized, is thought to be quite representative.

2. The works of Juan Bautista Alberdi and also those having to do largely with the new international law were chosen perhaps less systematically. Alberdi was included largely because his modern thinking seemed logically to precede the new international law and because of his stature among Latin American thinkers.

The works of the new international law were chosen with a view to representing the more important elements of this tradition.

3. Three types of studies were selected in order to assay the American school of international law. These were (a) those works which supported the thesis that a characteristically American international law exists, (b) those works
which could be expected to be antagonistic to this view, and
(c) a number of systematic treatises largely by writers who
were not known to have participated actively in the polemic,
and whose opinions were recorded in an effort to get a cross
section of enlightened Latin American opinion on the issue.

B. As to Techniques of Research and Presentation

1. The works represented in item #1 under "A" above
were dealt with in the following fashion: the chapters in
each of these works which were concerned with the nature,
sources, and foundations of international law were carefully
surveyed in an effort to determine each writer's philosophi-
cal orientation. Where no such chapter or section existed,
other pertinent parts of the work were studied.

2. In an effort to determine each writer's attitude
toward the idea of the individual as a subject of international
law, the definition of each was carefully analyzed, and, where
available, the sections on the subjects or persons of inter-
national law were studied.

3. In recognition of the strength of the reform move-
ment in Latin America as well as throughout the world in gen-
eral, a number of works were selected as outstanding examples
of important and representative views, and an attempt was
made to survey a number of these in detail and to summarize
a few others.

4. In Chapters II and III each writer's work has been
presented individually. In general, they have been grouped
chronologically (with reference to publication date) within
the classifications into which they have been placed, but the writers of the new international law were surveyed in a sequence calculated to place related viewpoints in as close proximity to each other as possible rather than with reference to chronology. No attempt has been made to group writers according to nationality as it early became apparent that such a classification would have little juristic significance. The only exception to this rule was the mention of the works of Americano and Marinho which together were labeled as a unique Brazilian tradition.

5. In each case enough evidence has been presented to give the reader a clear view of the considerations which determined the classification. An attempt has been made, however, to refrain from citing more evidence than is absolutely necessary.

6. The principal writings on both sides of the controversy over American international law were outlined. An analysis was made of the entire problem in terms of the actual extent of these particularist norms and of competent Latin American juridical opinion regarding the matter.

It should be added that every effort has been made throughout to select works of an influential and representative character to the end of presenting as true and as comprehensive a picture as possible of the theory of international law in Latin America.
CHAPTER I

GENERAL PHILOSOPHICAL BACKGROUND

A. The 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th Centuries

When speaking of the schools of international law it is customary to refer to three:¹ the positivist, the naturalist, and the eclectic or Grotian. These schools shade into one another, however, and each term is applied to several different conceptions of international law. Furthermore, the relationships among these various views of the law of nations, historically speaking, are often quite intricate.

Among the precursors of Hugo Grotius² (1583-1645) the representatives of two divergent points of view must be noted, both of which were utilized by the "father of international law". The philosophical system which he followed was in some measure suggested by the writings of the Spanish clerics, both professors, Francisco Vitoria³ (1480-1546) and Francisco Suárez (1548-1617). These two men, whose orientation was theological rather than juridical, recognized the fact that internationalism was coming to replace the medieval concept of universality, but they clung to the scholastic method and argued in Thomistic terms. Both, for example, emphasized the view that the natural law was basic, but that a secondary positive law was not to be denied.⁴ "The human race," observed Suárez,

though divided into different nations and states, still has a certain unity, not only as a species
but, as it were, politically and morally as is indicated by the precept of mutual love and charity which extends to all, even to strangers of any nation whatsoever. Therefore, though each perfect polity, republic, or kingdom is in itself a perfect community, consisting of its members, nevertheless each of these communities, inasmuch as it is related to the human race, is in a sense also a member of this universal society. Never, indeed, are these communities, singly, so self-sufficient unto themselves as not to need a certain mutual aid and association and communications, sometimes for their welfare and advantage, sometimes because of a moral necessity or indigence, as experience shows. For this reason they need a law by which they are guided and rightly ordered in respect to communication and association. To a great extent this is done by natural reason but not so sufficiently and directly everywhere. Hence, certain special rules could be established by the customs of these nations.  

On the other hand the protestant Italo-Englishman, Alberico Gentili⁶ (1552-1608), though certainly not an opponent of the idea of natural law, wrote in more of a secular vein and tended to rely more on the practices of international affairs than on philosophical speculations. Gentili is considered by many to have been the founder of the positivist persuasion.⁷ However, it is not completely clear what his philosophical foundations were, as he shows both positivist and naturalist leanings. "It has been made sufficiently clear", says Gentili in a naturalist vein, "that natural law does exist, and that if you should transgress it in any particular, you would desire to conceal the act through very shame."⁸ On the other hand, he shows in the following quotation somewhat of a positivist inclination:

For...[the authors and founders of our laws] say that the law of nations is that which is in use
among all the nations of men, which native reason has established among all human beings, and which is equally observed by all mankind. Such law is natural law. 'The agreement of all nations about a matter must be regarded as a law of nature.'

All of this, in the eyes of Coleman Phillipson (1878- ), who translated Gentili's work into English and wrote an introduction to it, reduces to the fact that "The law of nations... is that law which all nations or the greater part of them agree upon." This, in Phillipson's view, is the essence of Gentili's orientation.

Although there has been some dispute about the matter, the preponderance of authority would seem to grant to Hugo Grotius the distinction of having been the real founder of international law in the modern era--"the Father of International Law". To support his views this versatile Dutch jurist drew in particular on the Spanish theologians and on Gentili, and also upon an array of additional classical and ecclesiastical sources.

Grotius' system from the standpoint of philosophy was essentially the same as that of Vitoria and Suárez in that he relied on a natural law superstructure which, however, allowed of a positivist branch subordinate thereto. Grotius drew heavily also from the work of Gentili, especially for documentation. On the philosophical structure of Grotius' work, Lawrence says:

His International Law has two sources, the Law of Nature and the consent of all or of most nations; but the latter is only supplementary to the former and cannot ordain anything contrary to it.
It must be noted in passing that as far as competence, scope, literary brilliance, tolerance, erudition, or popularity are concerned the precursors of Grotius mentioned above cannot be compared with the famous Dutch master. This is the opinion of the overwhelming majority of scholars.13

The Englishman, Richard Zouche14 (1590-1660), though greatly influenced by Grotius, followed perhaps more closely in the footsteps of Gentili, in that both relied basically on positivist sources.15 In view of the confusion surrounding Gentili's works, according to Nussbaum, Zouche may be regarded as the first real positivist.16 Zouche's own statement is clear and explicit:

Law between nations is the law which is recognized in the community of different princes or peoples who hold sovereign power—that is to say, the law which has been accepted among most nations by customs in harmony with reason, and that upon which single nations agree with one another, and which is observed by nations at peace and by those at war.17

The positivist influence of Zouche is reflected in the work of Samuel Rachel18 (1638-1691) who relies for the most part on custom and treaties, while nevertheless recognizing a natural law. He is not clear, however, as to the mutual relationship19 of these.

This trend toward positivism was continued on into the nineteenth century by Cornelius Bynkershoek20 (1673-1743), Johann Jakob Moser21 (1701-1785), and Georg Friedrich von Martens22 (1756-1821). The first of these three relied on reason, treaties, and custom. Reason, in Bynkershoek's view,
rather than being scholastic or dogmatic in character, amounted to a form of common sense which was embodied in treaties and usages. These last two, however, were conceived of as being the most important factors in international law and, consequently, the positivist tendency is manifest. 23 Similarly, the work of Moser represents an attempt to rely almost exclusively on treaties and customs. 24 That of Martens follows in the same general tradition although he recognizes natural law elements to a degree, 25 hence leading to a Grotian or neo-Grotian type of juristic thought.

The third major strain of thought which is pertinent to this discussion is the Hobbesian thread of naturalism. Heretofore naturalism had been of importance largely in the Stoic and clerical sense of an ordered scheme of things; under the pen of Thomas Hobbes 26 (1588-1679) it assumed a very different tack.

Although Hobbes was emphatic in his support of morality, his whole orientation was to the effect that man's first right is self preservation, 27 and therefore, this right, as existing in a state of nature where civil government is absent and where the essence of existence is a war of all against all, is regarded as tolerating not the slightest hint of interference. Under civil society this situation no longer obtains. In this regard it is observed that covenants are ineffectual in a state of nature, but not so under civil government. This is because in the former case no power exists to compel
both parties to maintain their obligations, while the establishment of civil government provides this power. It is interesting to note that Hobbes' reasoning with respect to the state of nature is that if one party under a contract anticipates the other party's reciprocation, and if the first party entertains the slightest doubt whether the latter will fulfill his part of the bargain, then, in the state of nature, he is quite justified in not performing in the first place.

As to the mutual relations of states, he considers that these exist in a state of nature and that the condition of homo homini lupus obtains in the international sphere. To this effect he says:

But because cities once instituted do put on the personal proprieties of men, that law, which speaking of the duty of single men we call natural, being applied to whole cities and nations, is called the right of nations. And the same elements of natural law and right, which have hitherto been spoken of, being transferred to whole cities and nations, may be taken for the elements of the laws and right of nations.

Hobbes' view is in fact that of a negation of international law, but his influence on such writers as Pufendorf, Spinoza, Austin, James Mill, and Bentham was not insignificant, and therein lies his importance for any survey of the theory of international law.

Although having relatively little to say on this matter, Benedict Spinoza (1632-1677) followed in general the Hobbesian line of thought, and from him it was passed on through Georg Wilhelm F. Hegel (1770-1831) into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries along channels of an ultra-nationalist
sort that was to become especially strong in Germany, while certainly not restricted entirely to that country. This strain will be taken up and traced farther at a later moment.

The views of Hobbes exerted considerable influence in England on John Austin (1790-1859), James Mill (1773-1836), and Jeremy Bentham (1748-1833) resulting, under the influence of these, in a form of positivism which tended to negate international law as law although it retained in these quarters a moral significance if nothing more. This phase of legal thought has been highly influential throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries particularly in the English speaking world.

Samuel Pufendorf35 (1632-1694), who was influenced by both Hobbes and Grotius,36 is credited with being the founder of the natural law school of international law. His denial of the legal validity of positivist elements in international law follows the tradition of Hobbes, but the law of nature, deemed by Pufendorf to be the only legal force among nations, is not the chaotic Hobbesian natural right, but rather an ordered natural law system akin to that of Grotius.37 The following quotation reflects Pufendorf's views and some of his sources as well:

There is still one question behind, which requires our Determination. Whether or no there be any such thing as a particular and positive Law of Nations, contradistinct to the Law of Nature. Learned Men are not come to any good Agreement in this Point. Many assert the Law of Nature and of Nations to be the very same thing, differing no otherwise than in external Denomination. Thus Hobbes divides Natural Law, into the Natural Law
of Men, and the Natural Law of States, commonly called the Law of Nations. He observes, That the Precepts of both are the same: But that for as much as States when they are once instituted, assume the Personal Proprieties of Men, hence it comes to pass, that what, speaking of the Duty of particular Men, we call the Law of Nature; the same we term the Law of Nations, when we apply it to whole States, Nations, or People. This Opinion we, for our part, readily subscribe to: Nor do we conceive, that there is any other Voluntary or Positive Law of Nations, properly invested with a true and legal Force, and obliging as the Ordinance of a Superior Power. And thus we do not really differ in Judgment from those who are more inclin'd to call that the Law of Nature which consists in a Conformity to Rational Nature, and that the Law of Nations, which flows from the Consideration of Human Indigence, the Relief of which seems to be the main end and design of Society. For we, as well as they, deny that there is any positive Law of Nations proceeding from a Superior. And whatever is deducible from Reflections on the Indigence of Human Nature, we refer immediately to Natural Law: only we were unwilling to define and explain this Natural Law by a Conformity to Rational Nature; because by this means we should establish Reason for the Rule and Measure of itself; and so this way of demonstrating Nature's Laws would run round in a Circle. 38

How influential Pufendorf may or may not have been is a question of some dispute. 39 However, it seems safe to say that his direct impact on international legal thought was not lasting, 40 but that he did have notable influence on non-juridistic thinkers like Denys Diderot (1713-1784) and the Encyclopedists and on the enlightenment in general. 41 One of the legal thinkers of the enlightenment who followed in this tradition was Christian Wolff 42 (1676-1756), a student of Gottfried Wilhelm Liebnitz (1646-1716). Instead of developing a pure natural law system, Wolff evolved a four-fold arrangement built around his conception of the civitas maxima, the
essence of which was a sort of understanding or pact—Nussbaum suggests that it might be characterized as "subconscious"\(^2\) regarded as existing among the nations. The body of reasoned rules drawn from this *civitas maxima* he called the *jus voluntarrium*, but although they were regarded as based on natural law, at the same time they were seen as distinct from the *jus necessarium* which meant the pure law of nature. In addition, he recognized in customs and treaties a third and a fourth category of law. As also in Grotius' system, the *jus necessarium* held the favored place in the hierarchy.\(^4\)

Wolff's influence probably would not have been considerable had it not been for his illustrious pupil, Emer de Vattel\(^45\) (1714-1767), whose work, *The Law of Nations or the Principles of Natural Law Applied to the Conduct of the Affairs of Nations and of Sovereigns*, was to meet with great favor. Although most contemporary writers seem to feel that Vattel's good fortune exceeded the intrinsic merit of his work,\(^46\) he was destined to have wide influence.\(^47\) Vattel's philosophy of the law of nations was much like that of his teacher, Wolff, except that he omitted the concept of the *civitas maxima*. His system embraced four types of law, *necessary law* which nations are bound to observe because of its innate and obvious justness, *voluntary law*, also based on natural law but composed of rules which because of the uncertainty of the dictates of natural law each state would determine for itself, *treaty law*, and *customary law*. The necessary or natural law was considered as situate at the top
of the hierarchy.48

By this tortuous route, then, the naturalist strain entered the general stream of nineteenth century philosophy of international law.

From the foregoing sketch it may be seen that the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century philosophy of international law included three major points of view called, still, by the names positivist, naturalist, and Grotian, but each representing a somewhat different outlook from that of its terminological predecessor. These were: a Grotian view represented by Vattel and by Martens which had not only early Grotian, but also positivist, and naturalist antecedents; an English positivist view stemming from Hobbes and best seen in the works of Bentham and Austin who denied the legal validity of international law; and a German naturalist conception stemming also from Hobbes but via Spinoza and Hegel.

B. The 19th and 20th Centuries

Although the basic thought of international law throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is generally characterized as emphasizing positivism, there was at least one important and highly influential naturalist thread which deserves considerable attention, i.e., the view spoken of by some writers as the school of force. In addition, the so-called nationality school, or Italian school, of international law may be treated here under the same general head, i.e., as a form of naturalism.
In the nineteenth century the influence of Hegel and consequently the conceptions of Hobbes and Spinoza were felt throughout the world, but especially in Germany. The German anti-semitic historian, Heinreich von Treitschke (1834-1896), emphasized that the nature of the state and of international relations is such that binding international law is an impossibility. His statement including a glorification of war is a classic which perhaps better than any other sets in relief this Germanic concept.

We have described the State as an independent force. This pregnant theory of independence implies firstly so absolute a moral supremacy that the State cannot legitimately tolerate any power above its own, and secondly a temporal freedom entailing a variety of material resources adequate to its protection against hostile influences. Legal sovereignty, the State's complete independence of any other earthly power, is so rooted in its nature that it may be said to be its very standard and criterion....

Human communities do exist which in their own fashion pursue aims no less lofty than those of the State, but which must be legally subject to it in their own outward relations with the world. It is obvious that contradictions must arise, and that two such authorities, morally but not legally equal, must sometimes collide with each other. Nor is it to be wished that the conflicts between Church and State should wholly cease, for if they did one party or the other would be soulless and dead, like the Russian Church for example. Sovereignty, however, which is the peculiar attribute of the State, is of necessity supreme, and it is a ridiculous inconsistency to speak of a superior and inferior authority within it. The truth remains that the essence of the State consists in its incompatibility with any power over it. How proudly and truly statesmanlike is Gustavus Adolphus' exclamation, "I recognize no power over me but God and the conqueror's sword." This is so unconditionally true that we see at once that it cannot be the destiny of mankind to form a single State, but that the ideal towards which we strive is a harmonious comity of nations, who, concluding treaties of their own
free will, admit restrictions upon their sovereignty without abrogating it.

For the notion of sovereignty must not be rigid, but flexible and relative, like all political conceptions. Every State, in treaty making, will limit its power in certain directions for its own sake. States which conclude treaties with each other thereby curtail their absolute authority to some extent. But the rule still stands, for every treaty is a voluntary curb upon the power of each, and all international agreements are prefaced by the clause "Rebus sic stantibus." No State can pledge its future to another. It knows no arbiter, and draws up all its treaties with this implied reservation. This is supported by the axiom that so long as international law exists all treaties lose their force at the very moment when war is declared between the contracting parties; moreover, every sovereign State has the undoubted right to declare war at its pleasure, and is consequently entitled to repudiate its treaties. Upon this constantly recurring alteration of treaties the progress of history depends; every State must take care that its treaties do not survive their effective value, lest another Power should denounce them by a declaration of war; for antiquated treaties must necessarily be denounced and replaced by others more consonant with circumstances.

It is clear that the international agreements which limit the power of a State are not absolute, but voluntary self-restrictions. Hence, it follows that the establishment of a permanent international Arbitration Court is incompatible with the nature of the State, which could at all events only accept the decision of such a tribunal in cases of second- or third-rate importance. When a nation's existence is at stake there is no outside Power whose impartiality can be trusted. Were we to commit the folly of treating the Alsace-Lorraine problem as an open question, by submitting it to arbitration, who would seriously believe that the award could be impartial? It is, moreover, a point of honour for a State to solve such difficulties for itself. International treaties may indeed become more frequent, but a finally decisive tribunal of the nations is an impossibility. The appeal to arms will be valid until the end of history, and therein lies the sacredness of war.

In virtually the same vein a number of German jurist
thinkers subscribed to the so-called principle of "auto-
limitation" which seems to be little more than a watered
version of the above from Treitschke with an added touch of
magnanimity. These writers, among whom Georg Jellinek
(1851-1911) and Rudolf von Ihering (1818-1892) stand out
prominently, viewed all international law as being based on
treaties (actual treaties or as tacitly implied in customs)
and hence on the consent of states—a consent which could be
legally revoked but which would normally be allowed to stand.
An even more emphatic statement of this view was that made by
Erich Kaufmann (1880- ) in which on the basis of the
clausula rebus sic stantibus he negates international law
entirely.

In the modern period the National Socialists in Germany
attempted to make use of international law in pursuit of cer-
tain of their aims. Their's was a naturalistic approach
which sought to justify, often in racist terms, a defense of
the fundamental right of the state to independence, self pre-
servation, self development, living space, etc., in other
words to justify an all embracing state sovereignty. Re-
garding ethnic considerations it sought to justify racism in
terms of the right of the nordics to rule.

Through these channels, then, the Germanic thread of
Hobbesian naturalism has come down to the present time.

Another approach to international law which may seem,
superficially at least, to be related to the Germanic theory
of state sovereignty is the so-called Italian conception of international law. This view sprang from the impelling desire of the Italians for national unity. It appears as the legal counterpart of Giuseppe Mazzini's (1805-1872) justification of the nation-state as the medium through which the individual can make his contribution to humanity at large.

This legal conception was first set forth by Pasquale Stanislao Mancini (1817-1888), who, in 1850 at the University of Turin delivered an inaugural lecture entitled "Nationality as the Basis of the Law of Nations". Mancini emphasized the right of each nationality to organize as an independent state. Apparently the chief imprint of this point of view has been in the realm of private international law in which various states have enacted legislation designed to direct their courts, when dealing with foreigners in respect to such matters as divorce, marriage, and inheritance, to apply the law of the litigants' nationality and not the law of their domicile.

The Italian conception of international law has never developed notions of state or race glorification; rather it has reflected a view akin to that of the Wilsonian concept of self-determination.

In this rapid survey might be inserted a word regarding the Soviet conception of the law of nations. Under the Soviet government, international law has undergone several changes in which various authors, who for a time seemed to express "true doctrine" were forced at a later date to recant and confess error. Soviet practice has been highly
opportunistic. The Russians themselves profess to have used the idea of a transition international law simply as an expedient to help regulate international relations through the "transition period" of Soviet-Western adjustment. According to Nussbaum,

Recent Soviet writers agree that international law consists of two heterogeneous parts: one of bourgeois and the other of Soviet origin, the former composed of the more liberal rules not incompatible with Soviet principles.

Yevgeny Alexandrovitch Kurovin (1892- ), one of the leading contemporary Russian writers and authorities on international law, is quoted by Chakste as follows:

Like any other law, international law reflects the will of the ruling classes. The reality of international law, however, is not precluded by the fact that for the time being there are on the international stage bourgeois states as well as feudal and socialist ones. Each of them, carrying out its own line and directed by its own motives, might be interested in supporting and preserving a certain amount of generally binding legal norms in international relations.

There seems to be much evidence to support the view that Soviet international law is, at best, a highly ephemeral phenomenon.

Another relatively recent movement in the realm of legal philosophy is the so-called American school of international law. It is mentioned at this point, however, only to acknowledge its existence among other particularist points of view, since a survey of its principal features will comprise a somewhat extensive study later in this work.

As was observed earlier, the dominant ethos throughout
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as far as international law is concerned, was that of positivism. This does not mean that the concepts of equity, natural reason, and ethical moralistic naturalism were not part of this thread, but they tended, on the whole, to play subsidiary roles.

The viewpoint of the Analytical jurists in general was that, while denying international law as law, they recognized it as positive morality. Some of the writers of this tradition, however, viewed the matter somewhat differently. James Mill (1773-1836), for example, took the position that international law was in fact true law, as resting on the sanction of world public opinion. Whether law "properly so-called" or merely positive morality, international law in their eyes was in any case a positive phenomenon in the sense of giving clear evidence of itself in the tangible mores of the community.

Also the jurists of the historical school were strong positivists. This school, represented notably by Friedrich Karl von Savigny (1779-1861) and Sir Henry James Sumner Maine (1822-1888), emphasized the place of custom in law. It was maintained by these thinkers that if a rule were recognized and observed, this made it law, and that the enacted law which Austin had emphasized had appeared on the legal horizon in relatively recent time. Logically, therefore, historicism viewed international law as true law.

The great bulk of the thinkers who were concerned with
the subject of international law throughout this period cannot, however, as a general rule be classified either as analytical or historical jurists per se, but rather, either as Grotians or as positivists in the sense in which Mosier is called a positivist in that the latter considered international law to be based almost exclusively on treaties and customs. Another distinction which needs to be kept in mind regarding the writers of this period is that they were sometimes split along Anglo-American versus Continental lines, each following the penchant of its own juristic tradition of domestic law. Although there were numerous writers who with some degree of success bridged this gap, among whom Henry Wheaton (1785-1848) and later Lassa Frances Lawrence Oppenheim (1858-1919) were perhaps the best examples, the divergence of method between these groups has led them to be referred to as the Anglo-American and Continental schools with stress respectively upon cases and precedents and on the other hand abstract theories. Some of the outstanding publicists of the period were: Johann Ludwig Klüber (1762-1837) who emphasized positive law but thought to fill its gaps with resort to natural law; August Wilhelm Hef ter (1796-1830) who relied entirely on customs and treaties; and Heinrich Triepel (1868-1946) who emphasized agreements between states. Among the British, Sir Robert Joseph Phillimore (1810-1885), though recognizing natural law elements emphasized custom and treaty law; William Edward Hall (1835-1894) emphasized positivism
throughout, L. Oppenheim, Thomas Joseph Lawrence (1849-1920) and, among the Americans, Henry Wheaton, James Kent (1763-1847) and the successors of these followed much the same line of thought, i.e., the basic theme was positivistic but with some acknowledgment at times of naturalistic elements.

The movement toward positivism did not, by any means, wipe out in its entirety the natural law tradition. In France particularly, but elsewhere as well, some publicists have persisted in variations of this view. Such writers as Paul Louis Ernest Pradier-Fodéré (1827-1904), Pasquale Fiore (1837-1914), and later Louis Érasme Le Fur (1870-1943), emphasized abstract principles. In very recent years the writings of Hersh Lauterpacht (1897- ) have stressed elements of this tradition.

There were, during this period, a few attempts on the part of individual jurists to write codes of international law. Among the most notable are those of Johann Kaspar Bluntschli (1808-1881), David Dudley Field (1805-1894), Pasquale Fiore, and Leone Levi (1821-1888).

The practices of states were emphasized by such works as Francis Wharton's Digest of the International Law of the United States, and, in Latin America, Rafael Fernando Seijas' (1822-1901 supposed) somewhat similar compendium.

In general these nineteenth century movements have carried on into the twentieth century wherein notable examples of each might be cited. Such compendia of state practices
as John Bassett Moore's 101 (1860-1947) A Digest of
International Law, and Green Haywood Hackworth's 102 (1863-
) Digest of International Law, also texts and treatises
such as those by Charles Ghequiere Fenwick 103 (1830- ),
George Grafton Wilson 104 (1863- ), and Charles Cheney
Hyde 105 (1873- ) in the United States, and in England
those of James Leslie Brierly 106 (1881- ) together with
revisions of Oppenheim 107 and Hall, 108 these followed the
positivist tradition. Also numerous attempts at codification
were made, and some of these, such as the Bustamente Code,
were enacted into law. In this last mentioned category one
might cite the numerous multilateral conventions such as
those resulting from the Hague conferences of 1899 109 and
1907 110 and, again, the Civil Aviation Convention of 1945, 111
to mention only a few.

Perhaps the best way to characterize the now current
conception of the origin and sources of international law is
to turn to the Statute of the World Court which appears to
reflect a most happy union of divergent concepts. This amal-
gamation might be said to constitute the now predominant view
of international law, which, for want of a better term one
might call twentieth century positivistic Grotianism. It de-
notes a reliance on treaties and customs without entirely
excluding the concepts of equity, reason, common sense, gen-
eral principles of justice or whatever other guise the concept
of natural law as a moderator of law might take.

Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of
Justice exemplifies this general agreement in the following terms:

1. The Court, whose function is to decide in accordance with international law such disputes as are submitted to it, shall apply:
   a. international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly recognized by the contesting states;
   b. international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;
   c. the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations;
   d. subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law.

2. This provision shall not prejudice the power of the Court to decide a case *ex aequo et bono*, if the parties agree thereto.112

Although the dilemma established by the incompatible coexistence of national sovereignty and international law had earlier been partially resolved by such rigidly logical expedients as Austinianism and the doctrine of auto-limitation, the fundamental fact remained that international law was a force which could not be written off as entirely subordinate to state whim, while at the same time the concept of national sovereignty could not be easily sidestepped.

In answer to this state of affairs two general theoretical approaches developed. Most writers took a more or less traditional view and became known as "dualists", while another group assumed what came to be known as the "monist" view.113

The dualists, among whom Heinrich Triepel114 and Dionisio Anzilotti115 (1869- ) have been the outstanding continental exponents, held to the persuasion that international law and
municipal law are basically of different kind, functioning upon separate premises, and that each is the result of agreement within its own sphere, the former from inter-statal accords, and the latter from agreement within a given state. According to this view, international law would have to be enacted or otherwise absorbed into municipal law before it could be enforced as such, and vice versa.\textsuperscript{116} According to Anzilotti, treaty law was based on the norm \textit{pacta sunt servanda}\textsuperscript{117} which was not subject to legal analysis, while domestic law is binding "...by virtue of the rule which imposes obedience to the commandments of the legislature..."\textsuperscript{118}

In England and the United States numerous writers have assumed very much this same point of view under what has normally been called the doctrine of "incorporation". W. W. Willoughby (1867-1945) takes this position when he observes that if national courts enforce a rule of international law, it is enforced as municipal law.\textsuperscript{119} James W. Garner (1871-1938), although he grudgingly concedes the point, observes that "The theory of 'acceptance and adoption', it must be admitted, is probably in accord with the practice of states."\textsuperscript{120} International law, he would say, is still \textit{international} and not \textit{supra-national}, for,

\ldots the supremacy of international law does not exist in the sense that national courts may disregard the law of their own state when in their opinion it is repugnant to the prescriptions of international law.\textsuperscript{121}

This, he hastens to add, does not give a state the right to enact legislation contrary to international law, but merely
points up the obligation of the national courts to enforce domestic law internally regardless of the dictates of international law.\textsuperscript{122} Besides these there are a great many others of the same persuasion among whom are James L. Brierly\textsuperscript{123} in England, and Edwin D. Dickenson\textsuperscript{124} (1887- ), Quincy Wright\textsuperscript{125} (1890- ), and Charles G. Fenwick\textsuperscript{126} in the United States.

This doctrine, thoroughly embedded in the Anglo-American legal tradition, can be seen in its fullest extent in the English case of Mortensen v. Peters\textsuperscript{127} in which a Norwegian was convicted in the Scottish High Court of Justiciary of fishing in an area which, while outside the three mile limit, had been proscribed by act of parliament. The court made the following clear cut statement:

In this court we have nothing to do with the question of whether the Legislature has or has not done what foreign powers may consider a usurpation in a question with them. Neither are we a tribunal sitting to decide whether an act of the legislature is ultra vires as in contravention of generally acknowledged principles of international law. For us an Act of Parliament duly passed by Lords and Commons and assented to by the King, is supreme, and we are bound to give effect to its terms.\textsuperscript{128}

This does not imply that the issue of necessity ends with the court decision. The obligation still stands as between states irrespective of what may obtain internally. In the case mentioned above the executive re-affirmed the fine in conformity with England's obligations under international law.\textsuperscript{129}

This general viewpoint, whether termed the dualist conception of law or the doctrine of incorporation, is in practice
that which states have tended to act upon, and it is related closely to the notion of national sovereignty with all the unfortunate ramifications of that conception. It is not odd, then, that dissatisfaction with the international status quo, including the dualist-incorporationist thesis, came to be asserted by international law writers as well as by many who were interested in international relations from a non-juridical point of view.

The most important malcontents among legal thinkers are those who, while representative of several differing viewpoints, are all known as monists with regard to their consideration of all juridical law as constituting a sort of universal web rather than under the two separate categories of international law and domestic law. It will perhaps suffice to mention, among these, the three best known views together with certain concepts which are perhaps less well-known but which seem to this writer to be significant.

The Dutch legal thinker, Hugo Krabbe (1859-1936) conceived of law as sovereign even over states. The rules of law, in his view, whether domestic or international represent a consensus of what is just in a sense that may be regarded as recognizable by the innate psychological faculty of man. Accordingly, the basic conception of both international and domestic law would be essentially the same, hence the "monist" designation. Krabbe considers that, in the relationship between the two, the norms of international law take priority as having the wider scope.
Hans Kelsen\textsuperscript{133} (1883- ) is the founder of the "pure theory of law" or the "Vienna school". His system, in some respects like Austin's, but more all-embracing,\textsuperscript{134} is based on the fundamental postulate that international legal custom is binding\textsuperscript{135} as such, hence the binding nature of the norm \textit{pacta sunt servanda}. Below this, in the hierarchy of norms, is international law proper which, in his view, gives validity to national constitutions that in turn validate national laws, and so on down the line.\textsuperscript{136} In as much as the system of legal norms embraces all levels of law, this, like Krabbe's conception, is usually called "monist".

The French writer, Leon Duguit (1859-1929) represents a highly influential line of thought which considers law as emanating from a sentiment of social solidarity which determines the rules of law and causes them to be enforced.\textsuperscript{137} Of this view Bonnard says:

These rules, beginning as mere social rules, develop into rules of law when "the man of individual consciousness" considers it necessary to assure their observance by a socially organized sanction. The primary fact in the realm of law therefore is not subjective right but the objective rule of law springing from social relationships. This conception led Duguit to reject the German theory of law as a creation of the state, a sovereignty subject only to its own limitations. He insisted that experience shows law to be anterior and external to the state, which because of its nature may itself be limited by law.\textsuperscript{138}

This sociological conception of law has won quite a following throughout the western world.\textsuperscript{139} Its influence in Latin America has been notable, as will be observed in considerable detail at a later point in this study.
In addition to the three well-known points of view outlined above, a degree of completeness would seem to require mention also of the French writer, Louis Le Fur, who similarly took a monist position, but who, in so doing, followed the naturalist idea to the extent of observing that international law was merely a manifestation of natural law.

Diverging in an interesting way from all viewpoints mentioned thus far is that of the Greek publicist, Jean Spiropoulos (1896- ), who observes that conflicting doctrines of international law are equally sound in that the experimenter is justified in choosing his own hypothesis and in delimiting his field as he may see fit. The only really sound way to determine the matter, he says, is to consult the "dominant opinion", meaning that the essence of international law is to be sought in human attitudes regarding it rather than in the intrinsic merit of any doctrine or system per se.

One of the most interesting of recent theoretical and practical developments in international law is the tendency of the past half century to view the individual as being in some measure a subject of the law of nations. During most of the modern period it has been commonplace to assume that only states and, especially as seen by Catholic writers, also the Vatican, were entitled to such recognition. Consequently the newer tendency referred to did not appear to any appreciable degree in the theory of international law of the early
part of modern times. The chronological plan of development followed here accounts for the absence of earlier mention of this matter. It is, however, one of the most important advances to have been made in the theory of international law in modern times; and the present study will be concerned to inquire as to the extent of its appearance among Latin-American writers.

It is of the highest significance that many recent thinkers in this field have arrived at the view that the individual is entitled to be regarded as a subject of international law. Krabbe and Duguit were especially emphatic in this respect, holding that the individual person is, in fact, the only subject of the law of nations. Many dualist writers, e.g., Fenwick, have not been slow to recognize that the individual enjoys a degree of international personality, but the strongest emphasis in this direction has come, on the whole, from the monists.

Recent works of Philip Jessup (1897- ) and of Hersh Lauterpacht (1897- ) have lent further weight to this important development. Jessup emphasizes that international law must be reorganized to apply to individuals directly and, in addition, that solidarity must be achieved to the extent that breaches of the law are considered as affronteries to all nations. Lauterpacht, in a somewhat similar vein, has been concerned in recent years with the international rights of man, and seems to see the international personality and the more or less natural rights of man progressively
coming into their own on the international scene by means of changing usages and under the auspices of the United Nations Organization and of the Council of Europe.\textsuperscript{147}

The ultimate significance of this development is that, along with becoming a subject of international law, the individual is placed in a closer relationship with a political authority theoretically above the heretofore omnipotent state. In the long run the probabilities are that the individual will be considered as responsible in considerable measure to international authority, and the state will lose a degree of its Hobbesian-Hegelian characteristics.

It must be emphasized that, although this last statement is, manifestly, speculation regarding the possible development of a relatively new theory of international law, it is not, however, without its documentation. Perhaps the most important official development in this direction in recent years has been the war crimes trials, especially the Nuremburg Trials in which individuals were held directly liable for the acts of a nation.\textsuperscript{148} There are, however, other evidences, not the least of which has been the adoption by the United Nations of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights\textsuperscript{149} which, though as yet of less legal than moral significance, nevertheless partakes to a degree of both of these elements and constitutes what may well be another step in the establishment of the international personality of the individual.

It should be apparent from the foregoing sketch of the
theory of international law that this thought has in reality been part of the history of political thought in general. As such it is clear, too, that this aspect of legal philosophy has been strongly influenced by the facts of international life. It is to be expected that Latin-American writers, like others, have been influenced by their time and place in the human drama. But it is true also that the modern American culture is essentially a branch of European culture. The influence of Europe's publicists on Latin-American writers has been enormous; at the same time particularist trends are much in evidence. It is, then, against this whole background of legal thought in the Western World, as well as against the background of the American scene as such, that the following chapters must be viewed.
CHAPTER II

THE LATIN AMERICAN WRITERS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Introduction

The previous chapter has shown that while the dominant trend throughout the nineteenth century was an inclination toward positivism, a great number of the publicists who participated in this trend at least paid their respects to the naturalistic tradition. If this was generally true throughout the rest of the western world, it was almost wholly true in Latin America; i.e., among those thinkers and writers who tended toward positivism in Latin America virtually all were disposed to at least acknowledge the existence of naturalistic forces as having legal implications.

In this sense, then, all these Latin American thinkers on international law are eclectics. The question is to determine whether their eclecticism is predominantly oriented toward naturalism or toward positivism, or, as seems to be the case in a few instances, whether the classification of eclectic must be left to stand unmodified.

An attempt will also be made to determine what inclination, if any, may be detected of a movement toward including more than states as subjects or persons of international law. This inquiry is especially directed toward the end of determining whether individual persons were thought to be justified in claiming international personality. With this object in view each publicist's definition of international law will
be analyzed, together with other materials that may seem pertinent.

In this analysis it must be realized that when two writers refer to natural law they may have in mind two somewhat different phenomena. Furthermore, it is to be understood that in attempting to evaluate divergent ideas of natural law, and to weigh them in the light of what each writer means, or seems to mean, by this term, and then also to try to judge how intensely he believes in the conception, this altogether does not partake of mathematical accuracy. The conclusions which are suggested must be viewed in the light of the unavoidable subjectivity which permeates the totality of the concepts appraised.

In addition to a survey of the views of these writers on the extent to which naturalism may be considered an element in the foundation of international law, and also their views regarding the international personality of the individual, the writings of Juan Bautista Alberdi will be separately analyzed in regard to their implications for international law. These works of Alberdi will be taken up in a special section of the chapter because it is felt that they do not readily fall into any of the other sections, and can, therefore, best be treated as a unique tradition. Next, a statement will be made regarding certain titles which deserve to be cited in this work, but which, for one reason or another, do not merit more than cursory mention. Finally, a number of conclusions will be drawn.
A. The Positivists

The first publicist of a systematic work in the field of international law in Latin America was the versatile Venezuelan born Andres Bello (1781-1865). After many years abroad in the diplomatic employ of Colombia and Chile, he returned to the latter nation in 1829. In 1832 the first edition of his book, *Principios de derecho de jentas*, was concluded, and it appeared the following year.² It was written because there were apparently available no teachable treatises of a satisfactory character. This work was republished with some changes in 1844, and in 1864 it appeared in a third edition under the slightly changed title of *Principios de derecho internacional*, following a terminology which Bello thought more idiomatic.³ This is the edition reprinted in the *Obras completas* and the one used in this study.

The work follows generally the plan of Vattel,⁴ but a great emphasis has been placed on positivism. It has been highly influential in Latin America, as any survey of the works of Latin American publicists will indicate. It is apparent from the deference shown them by other writers that Bello along with Calvo were most probably the two best known writers of their region during the last century, and it may be noted that the American, Henry Wheaton, held the former in the highest esteem.⁵

At numerous points Bello shows the naturalistic elements of his philosophy. He observes, for example, that "Since the nations are not subservient to one another, the laws or rules
to which their reciprocal conduct must be subjected, can only be dictated to them by reason.\textsuperscript{6} This reason, taking into consideration experience and the common well-being, is, in his view, "...deduced for them from the chain of causes and effects which we perceive in the physical and moral order of the universe."\textsuperscript{7} He goes on to suggest that the Deity has established the causes and effects and is therefore in reality the true author of these laws. "International law, or the [law] of nations", he continues,

is nothing else, then, than the natural [law], which applied to the nations, considers the human race, spread over the face of the earth, as a great society of which each one of them is a member, and in which the ones in respect to the others have the same primordial duties as [have] individuals of the human species among themselves.

We ought, then, to look at them as so many moral persons.\textsuperscript{8}

Bello has a good deal to say about natural law in which he apparently believes implicitly. He follows Vattel in breaking international law down into internal and external components, which in essence mean natural and positive or unenforceable and enforceable components, respectively.

The law of nations, or the collection of laws or international rules, is called internal, whenever it looks only to the conscience, and determines what is ordered, permitted or prohibited; and external, when it determines the obligations whose completion can be exacted by force.\textsuperscript{9}

Bello's philosophy is not always easy to understand, but at one point he makes a sufficiently clear statement of the Grotian position. While this is somewhat contradicted elsewhere, as will be seen later in this study, the Grotian point of view appears in the following remark:
That which does not have any other basis than reason or natural equity is called the natural, universal common, [and/or] primitive law of nations, and that which the express or tacit conventions have formed and whose sole force is derived indirectly from reason, which prescribes to the nations, as a rule of supreme importance, the inviolability of pacts [is called the] voluntary, special, conventional, positive [and/or] secondary [law of nations].

Following the explanations which have just been outlined, Bello emphasizes that it is sometimes difficult to determine what natural law is and that specific laws are often needed.

"It is also necessary to confess", he says,

that from state to state the difference between external natural law and customary law is of pure theory. The truth is that there are a certain number of moral axioms which no one disputes in the abstract; but their application in particular cases occasions doubts and controversies at each step. Thus we see that the so-called natural law is variable and fluctuating, not only from century to century, but from nation to nation; and that a constant rule, though it appear reasonable and equitable, and though it be illuminated (i.e., supported) [by] the demonstrations of the writers who defend it, does not begin to be rigorously observed, save when custom has sanctioned it....

An illuminating remark is found in the prologue to the 1844 edition in which an explanation of the work appears.

"I am convinced", he says,

that in the practical applications of this science the theoretical deductions are worth much less than the positive rules, sanctioned by the conduct of civilized peoples and of powerful governments, and above all by the decisions of the tribunals which judge under the law of nations; and this conviction which served as a guide to me in the previous edition, has suggested almost all the enlargements, illustrations and notes with which I have wished to better the present [work].

Bello defines international law as "...the collection of laws or general rules of conduct which the nations or
states must (deben) observe among themselves for their security and common well-being." There is not in this definition, nor elsewhere, as far as has been ascertained by the present writer, any suggestion or other indication that some entity other than the conventional parties might be considered persons or subjects of international law.

The most logical conclusion to be drawn is that Andres Bello’s practical orientation is clearly toward positivism, but that naturalist considerations are not abandoned; also that Bello’s conception of the subjects or persons of international law is traditional.

The Paraguayan, D. Ramon Ferreira, wrote his Lecciones de derecho internacional originally as a text for students while he was a professor at the Colegio de Tacna in Peru. At the time the book was published in 1861 he was the attorney general (fiscal) of the state supreme court.

Ferreira suggests initially that international law is a natural law phenomenon. He defines it as "...that which considers the external relations of the nations with each other,..."and is persuaded that"...it conforms to the general interest and to the principles of natural law." Its authority, he thinks, is derived from the natural law.

At a later point he makes the observation that international law can be divided into natural and positive sections. The former "...is founded only in reason and in the universal principles of natural justice...." The latter is "...instituted by the express or tacit consent of nations founded
in pact or custom...."18 The latter, according to Ferreira
is binding only on those who are committed by pact or custom
to uphold them; the former are binding on all without refer-
ence to either consent or custom, and their authority is "ex-
vigore legis naturalis".19 The positive law is perfect and
external, i.e., its obligation is complete and "always exer-
cises external coaction", whereas the natural law, being not
always perfect, raises the question as to when it is internal
and hence only subject to the sanction of conscience, and
when it is external or binding in the legal, as contrasted
with the moral, sense.20 Ferreira's explanation of this situ-
ation is a most interesting instance of what seems to this
writer to be, for all practical purposes, a positivist posi-
tion. "The difficult question", he says,

which is presented is to determine in practice the
cases in which the universal law is perfect or ex-
ternal and those in which it is obligatory only in
conscience; because although the natural law rests
on principles of morality which nobody doubts,
when one treats of its application and, much more,
[when] mediating conflicting interests, [they]
doubt and different interpretations always re-
sult, and with the exception of very clear cases,
it only comes to be recognized as perfect law when
it is sanctioned by convention or custom.21

The three "general rules and sources" of international
law which Ferreira mentions are:

...1. the uniform opinion of the most distinguished
authors.... 2. The decisions of the admiralty
courts, and tribunals of international justice;
and the regulations and ordinances given by the
most advanced powers for the direction of their
courts, and for the understanding among other na-
tions of the principles of the universal law which
they (i.e., the advanced powers) recognize.
3. When in all the conventions or most of them (o con generalidad), some principle of natural law accepted as unquestionable is adopted (se ve adoptado) by the nations.  

It seems that the essence of these remarks is a virtually complete capitulation to positivism. Ferreira's definition of international law together with his further commentary indicate no noticeable deviation from traditional views regarding the persons or subjects of international law.

Undoubtedly the best known of nineteenth century Latin American writers in the area of international law was the Argentine, Carlos Calvo (1824-1893). His reputation rested on a vast diplomatic experience as well as upon the written work which is reviewed here. This went through five editions from the first two-volume Spanish edition of 1868 to the six-volume French edition of 1896. The five-volume fourth edition of 1887 has been used in the present study.

Calvo covers a wealth of material, and both his method and his confessed philosophy are of a positivist character. In regard to the former it may be observed that he mentions the classification of international law as commonly accepted by seventeenth and eighteenth century jurists, systematically and briefly explaining each of the categories of divine law, positive law, conventional law, and customary law, together with a short section dealing with still other classifications made by some writers. He then goes on to say that though the classifications which the early publicists saw fit to establish have lost much of the significance as reflecting
excessively subtle distinctions having little or no relation to the realities of international life, it is, nevertheless, a matter which he feels bound to discuss out of deference to customary practice. 24

States are much like the medieval feudal barons who recognized no tribunals over them, suggests Calvo, and then asks how one would apply the principles of justice to their interrelations. His answer is characteristically positivist. A short paragraph or two is devoted to each of sixteen outstanding writers from Gentili to Mancini in which the system of each of these men is outlined. 25 This is followed with a statement of Calvo's own theory such as confirms the method and practices used throughout his work. "For our part", he says,

we recognize that the general idea of justice can modify the relations of states to their well-being and common profit; nevertheless in the course of our work we shall attach preference to principles defined by treaties, to rules which are deduced naturally and logically from particular conventions or from diverse instances resolved in practice, [and] finally to sanctioned jurisprudence. 26

At another point he emphasizes that treaties constitute the principal source of international law. 27

By way of definition this author maintains simply that the "...law of nations, or international law [is] the aggregate of rules of conduct observed by the several nations in their relations among themselves...." 28

Thus the evidence would seem unequivocally to indicate that Calvo is as nearly a complete positivist as one could expect to find in the nineteenth century. Unlike his
predecessor, Bello, he shows only the most perfunctory respect for the natural law tradition. Also, his appraisal of the persons of international law results in much the same traditional position assumed by Bello.

Rafael Fernando Seijas (1822-1901 supposed) was, like Andres Bello, Venezuelan born. He wrote several works in the areas of international law, diplomatic affairs, and politics, of which his six-volume work on public and private Hispanic-American international law, published in 1884, is the source of interest here.

This interesting work, which resembles John Bassett Moore's Digest of International Law\(^n\) perhaps more than any other American work, is truly a monument to positivism. He concentrates largely on the practices of states and the opinions of writers and of courts.

This author observes that his object is to produce a work which will bring together the completed international law actions of his land, and if possible of all Latin America, thus to provide a guide or consultative source for dealing with European and other nations.\(^{30}\) He is, however, interested in seeing a confederation along the lines of the United States covering Latin America—especially a reconstituted greater Colombia.\(^{31}\) To these ends he aims to "codify the Hispanic-American international legislation".\(^{32}\)

Seijas is not much given to theorizing; he seems not even to define international law. He deals, however, specifically with the sources of international law. The rather
lengthy statement on this point appears in the midst of his treatment of consular affairs, yet it bears on the entire work and is quite consistent with the remainder of his study. He is not satisfied with the Grotian division of international law into necessary and voluntary law, nor does he find the terminology often used to avoid the Grotian dichotomy more appropriate to his science. He proceeds to define his own terms. "Ahead of everything else", says Salinas.

I recognize the positive public law; that is to say, the aggregate of laws, edicts, and judgments, proclaimed under the regular authority of each country or by some temporary authority, establishing rules for reciprocal relations (inteligencia) with foreign peoples. Such are the decisions of the Supreme Court of justice of the United States, the decisions of Parliament, of the Crown or of the Admiralty in England, the ordinances of the kings or of the assemblies of France etc. etc.

In second place I put conventional law proper; [i.e., the rules embodied] in treaties, conventions, and other stipulations of the nation itself with foreign [states]; namely those which become laws, not by mere use of the country itself, but by convention.

Part of this conventional law proper is called customary, when it is founded on practices [in which the nation itself participates].

In third place [is] foreign conventional law, or the body of principles and practices most generally established and accepted by other civilized people of the world, whether in their treaties and conventions [or] whether in their [customary] acts; those which become rules [that], if not obligatory, [are] at least lawful, in the absence of positive law and of conventional law proper.

Regarding this foreign conventional law it seems to me that it is part of what is called customary law, when it is maintained not by repetition of our own, but by repetition of foreign practices.

In fourth place it seems to me one ought to put the natural, common, or primitive public law; or, in other words, that which applies the principles of the natural law to the relations of peoples and of governments among themselves;
because those principles, although they have been the origin of all laws, and treaties, and practices, and (indeed of all) existing things, cannot by themselves rule except in so far as they are not opposed to positive law, to conventional law proper, or to foreign conventional law.

In fifth place, it seems to me, is voluntary law, that is to say, the decisions which, with relation to the mere convenience of each people, would be sustained in the exercise of a legitimate freedom, or inherent right, to select without prejudice to the intangible principles of justice the most adequate or honest interests; and this voluntary public law, I think, is what the scientific authorities mean whenever they refer to the convenience of the human race, inseparable from justice.34

This statement, although at times a bit abstruse, reveals on the whole with sufficient force and clarity the philosophical orientation of the author. There can be virtually no doubt that Seijas is, like Calvo, as complete a positivist as the nineteenth century could be expected to produce.

From the material available to this writer no definite statement can be made regarding Seijas’ views on the subjects or persons of international law. However, from the general flavor of the writings, one would be inclined to assume his position to be essentially traditional.

One of the very few early systematic Mexican works on international law is that of José H. Ramirez. It was published in 1870 for the use of the public authorities, for foreigners, and for the use of students.35

Although he speaks of the usual two parts of international law, i.e., natural and positive law, he does not think of the former as being derived from a supposed natural state which,
according to a then prevailing view, existed prior to the social state. On the contrary, he derives it from "...the situation of the different associations of men which we call nations..."36

Ramirez makes it fairly clear that his method has been to search the codes of Mexico and of other nations, and to utilize those rules of international law which are universally recognized.37 He has little or nothing to do with naturalism. "...[I]t is necessary", he observes,

to abstract and exclude from this study, in so far as possible, all those principles which can be called ethics or morality of nations, in order to consider international law as the collection of rules which regulate or ought to (deben de) regulate the relations among the various states or independent nations. Our study is directed toward the investigation of the legal or juridical relations which exist among the various societies or aggregates of men, which, occupying a part of the surface of the globe, are called nations. We shall occupy ourselves only with those laws and obligations that are properly so-called in that they are susceptible of coaction, either by reason of the justice which surrounds them, or, and more principally, by the convenience which results to all the rest of the nations from sustaining their observance.38

The positive law in his view is derived from conventions, usages, and customs.39

There would seem to be relatively little doubt as to the fundamental orientation of this publicist. While he does not completely abandon the natural law, he is basically concerned with the more positivist elements. Furthermore, it seems apparent that his conceptions of the persons or subjects of international law is traditional.
In addition to the nineteenth century writers of a positivistic orientation who have just been reviewed, there are two authors whose works have been thought to be borderline, but sufficiently within the orbit of the scheme of this work to merit a few remarks.

The first of these is the little book of Angel Tremosa y Nadal, published in Habana in 1896. It will be recalled that Cuba was then a Spanish colony, which fact explains that Tremosa y Nadal, though at the time in Latin America, was a First Lieutenant in the Spanish army. The book, approved by the Spanish crown, had been written for the author's companions in arms.

International law is defined by Tremosa y Nadal as "...the aggregate of laws or general rules of conduct which the nations must (deben) observe among themselves, whether it be in peace or in war."40

It is to his section on the sources of international law that one must turn for anything approximating a clear statement of his views regarding naturalism or positivism. Treaties and custom are, he says, the chief sources of international law. In some cases he views scientific law, i.e., the writings of the publicists, and jurisprudence, i.e., the doctrines of the courts, as proper sources also.41 He speaks, however, of natural law as well as of positivistic sources, at one point observing that "War is from the natural law...."42 Elsewhere he notes that international law is to be considered from three viewpoints: 1. the philosophical, which he seems to think of as explaining "...the conditions of coexistence
and social intercourse of peoples..."; 2. the historical or positive, which embraces (a) philosophical science (probably referring to the writings of the publicists), (b) usages and customs, and (c) conventions; and 3. the political, which he apparently does not explain.\textsuperscript{43}

The second of the two borderline works is a small book published in 1897 in Santiago de Chile. This was a translation of a work by G. Bourdon-Viana, a French academician, whose writings have embraced both public and private international law.

Bourdon-Viana suggests that international law is obligatory, but that it has only the sanction of the moral law. War is merely "...the right (razon) of the strongest", and hence, apparently, not a valid sanction.\textsuperscript{44} He seems to put international law in somewhat the same category as constitutional law, and then points out that the force of public opinion, while not great, is nevertheless taken into consideration by governments.\textsuperscript{45}

As to sources, he mentions treaties, compilations of treaties, national laws, customary laws, and works of the publicists.\textsuperscript{46}

In defining international law, he says that:

It is the aggregate of rules regarding the relations of one state with another, or with the subjects of another state, or, even, with its own subjects [who are] inhabitants of another state.\textsuperscript{47}

It may be concluded that in both of these cases the writings tend to emphasize the positive aspects, and also that the conception of Tremosa y Nadal regarding the persons
or subjects of international law is traditional. What Bourdon-Viane has in mind as to this last mentioned matter is not clear from the available evidence. However, in view of his interest in private as well as in public international law, it may be conjectured that his thought on this point was essentially traditional; but it must be emphasized again that this conclusion is at best a surmise.

B. The Eclectics

The little volume, published in 1867, by Antonio de Vasconcellos Menzes de Drummond (1819-1876) was written primarily for the use of students. This Brazilian writer, presumably a follower of Pedro da Autram e Alburquerque Matta, wrote also on the subject of diplomacy.

This author makes the usual division of international law into natural and positive segments. The former, in his view, serves several purposes among which are the maintenance of the dictates of justice, guaranteeing reciprocal duties, serving as a complement to (or for the interpreting of) imperfect treaties, and constituting the theory of the positive law of nations. Positive law, on the other hand, embraces principles which have been assented to by the nation, national jurisprudence for the maintenance of international relations, treaties, usages, and customs.

Observing that the foundation of the natural law branch of international law is in "...the nature itself of the relations which exist among nations...", he defines international law as "...the collection of individual and reciprocal
laws among the nations themselves, or on the other hand—[as drawn] from the judgments founded in justice, or adduced from the mutual relations and express conventions among them." 52 It may be added that he uses the terms state and nation synonymously. 53

There is really very little from which to judge the degree of positivism followed by this author. His remark that the natural law serves, among other things, as a theory of the positive law, 54 may be an indication of one of several points of view. It may, for example, mean that he accepts the basic norm pacta sunt servanda seen as grounded in the natural law. On the other hand, one can just as reasonably conclude from his view as set forth that the natural law is founded in "...the nature itself of the relations which exist among nations...", 55 that positive rules are geared to this international relationship and hence derive their "theory" from the natural law which in itself is a product of the same international relationship.

Whether either of these views is sound is largely a matter of conjecture, and in view of the lack of information necessary to draw a conclusion, and due to the ambiguousness of some of the material which is at hand, Vasconcellos' view must be left, more or less by default, in the eclectic category. As to the persons or subjects of international law, he seems to be entirely traditional.

The Colombian publicist, Manuel María Madiedo (1815-1888), whose writings include philosophy, politics, poetry,
and a wide variety of interests, wrote, in 1874, the rather philosophical work on international law which is surveyed here.

Madiedo makes a distinction between the law of nations or peoples (derecho de jentes or jus gentium) and international law (derecho internacional or derecho entre naciones). The former designates "...the application of universal morality to the relations of all the peoples of the earth..."56

Furthermore, it is the "...science of good and evil and the basis of all positive law."57

International law, on the other hand,

...is the aggregate of principles, rules, customs and practices sanctioned by nations properly so-called (propiamente dichas) by virtue of treaties, conventions, practices, and customs.58

Although Madiedo sets up a legal hierarchy which on the surface appears to be positivistically inclined, his basic legal views, on closer analysis, seem to have a good deal of naturalism about them. When a problem of international law arises, it is advised that sources be consulted in the following order:

1. The written law: treaties, conventions, etc.
2. Mutual or universal custom, verified by recognized practices.
3. Analogy of the case at hand (caso ocurrente) with others foreseen in treaties, conventions or customs of the nations which are debating any question whatsoever.
4. The fundamental principles of international law.
5. The law of nations [or peoples] (derecho de jentes), such as we have defined it.59

In spite of this positivism, however, a naturalistic flavor often predominates. At one point it is observed that
the law of nations or peoples (derecho de jentes) is primary and that it supplies the scientific element in the regulation of international affairs; it is, in his view, the original moral law. It is said further that positive written law and positive customary law, "...when they do not part ways with justice are nothing but applications of the universal moral law to the individual exigencies of nations..." At still another point it is made abundantly clear how fundamental this author considers the naturalistic element to be:

It is clear, then, that the true sources and the true authority of international law, are [to be found] not in the authors, nor in the institutions, nor in international practices, in general, but in the scientific principles of such interesting material; which are nothing other than those which are deduced from the great eternal moral law [directed] toward the conditions of existence of the nature of men. That is not to say that the opinions of the publicists of public law are not consulted concerning the true doctrines and practices authorized by the nations. What we have wished is not to exclude these, but to assign them their true category.

At a later point Madiedo observes that international law in the last analysis is a deduction from the law of peoples (derecho de jentes).

The apparent contradiction tends to leave one in a quandary as to how this publicist should be classified. Perhaps, in view of the apparent ambiguity, it is best to consider him an eclectic. It is safe to conclude that as far as his views of the persons or subjects of international law are concerned, he is essentially traditional.

Manuel Atanasio Fuentes (1820-1887), a Peruvian, wrote
in 1876 an "Encyclopedia of Law" in which all of the more important branches of law were treated. The third volume contains several elements of an international concern, such as international law, diplomatic law, private international law, several aspects of Roman law, and canon law. Only the section dealing with international law is noted here.

Fuentes considers only states as subjects of international law, and it is with these entities that he concerns himself. International law is said to be "...the aggregate of rules which determine the reciprocal rights and duties of Nations...." This applies both in time of peace and of war.

Regarding the foundation of international law, he makes the Pufendorfian remark that international law must consist of the natural laws and nothing else. This follows from the status of nations as moral persons living in a state of nature. "Among them there are no tribunals, nor common superior; only justice imposes its laws on them." In spite of this statement, Fuentes acknowledges the usual dichotomy of natural and positive segments of international law, as deriving respectively from reason alone and from express or tacit agreements. The force of the latter, however, is seen to stem indirectly from reason.

As to sources of international law, seven are mentioned in the following order:

1. The teachings of the publicists which show the rules of justice as applicable to the international community and the variations of these which usage and general consent allow;
2. treaties;
3. war-time national laws for regulating prize cases;
4. decisions of international courts;
5. the confidential opinions of legislators to their governments in regard to disputed questions;
6. proclamations, manifestos and diplomatic correspondence; and
7. "The doctrine compiled in the ancient writings and the great collections of the Roman jurisconsults." ⁶⁷

It is evident that Fuentes' work contains elements of both naturalism and positivism. The former occupy, certainly, a prominent enough place to make it appropriate to designate him as an eclectic if not, indeed, to classify him as a naturalist. His ideas on the subjects or persons of international law are traditional.

Federico Diez de Medina, a Bolivian law professor at the University of La Paz and a writer in the areas of constitutional and international law, produced in the latter field in 1883 an interesting little text for class use.

The composition of international law having been outlined, the following summary indicates the eclectic flavor of this work:

In summary, this law [when] well contemplated is composed: 1. of incontrovertible truths, fundamental or invariable maxims which cannot be designated properly except with the name of principles; and 2. of certain variable obligations or regulations only created by customs or agreements, and which can be called simply rules of conduct. ⁶⁸

There appears no indication that Diez de Medina wanted
to convey the positivistic impression of the superiority of customs and treaties. His definition of international law together with supplementary remarks bear this out.

International law is the aggregate of principles and customary rules of conduct, which the states must (deben) observe in their mutual relations.

Its precepts are deduced as much from the recognized prescriptions of reason and justice as from the practices and usages generally admitted by the civilized nations; its aggregate includes the successive modifications constantly introduced by the agreement of peoples and by the progress of the ideas of justice.

At another point this author, in speaking of the sources, first lists treaties which, he observes, draw their binding force from the natural law. Secondly he mentions custom. Thirdly, when neither treaties nor pertinent customary usages are at hand, the sources of natural law as interpreted by human reason are to be called upon. Writers, in his view, are an important aid in finding and applying these three sources. Also marine ordinances and international court decisions constitute application of these sources since they are regarded as being, in reality, derived from international law rather than as sources in themselves.

In speaking of this same matter, however, the author elsewhere makes this interesting distinction:

It must be noted that in case these sources are taken [i.e., understood], as Phillimore, Hallek and other writers do, theoretically, or in the sense of their being the fundamentals or constitutive elements of the international science, it will be necessary to invert the order of their enumeration, locating in the first place the natural or divine law, from which are deduced the principles of justice and the rules
Diez cites Heffter to the effect that in order to be valid a treaty must have a lawful motive, suggesting that treaties of an unlawful character would include those "...contrary to the moral order of things or to the general rights of humanity...." Examples given are such as the introduction of slavery or the complete abolition of commerce.73

These remarks must, however, be weighed against the following statement regarding the procedure which ought to be followed in practical cases. "...[I]t is indubitable", says Diez de Medina in summing up his essay on the subject,

that in the solution of practical cases, the positive law must (debon) prevail always when its prescriptions in a true and incontestable form exist, and the rational element, when there is vagueness, lacuna, or absolute lack of the first.74

It is difficult, indeed, to determine any marked preference in Diez de Medina's view. He must be classed, therefore, in the eclectic group without making any attempt to specify more definitely his positivist or naturalist inclinations. As to his conceptions of the subjects or persons of international law, it would seem that his views are basically traditional.

One of the better known writers in Latin America was the Argentine, Amancio Alcorta (1842-1902), who wrote rather widely on public and private international law, constitutional law, economics, and even education. The work which is to be surveyed here was published in 1887, and is
apparently an abridged French version of an earlier and larger volume written in Spanish. Both of these works were designated as volume one of projected sets which seem never to have been completed.

Alcorta defines international law as

...the mass of rules designed (destinées) to regulate the relations of states and to determine the laws and usages applicable to the relations of private law which is born under the authority (empire) of the laws or usages of different states.75

A clear point is made of the relationship between law (loi) and what is perhaps best translated here as "right" in the sense of ideal law (droit). "The right exists without the law, and the law is not always the perfect manifestation of the right, nor its only source."76 The right, he feels, can and has existed without law, but the reverse cannot happen because a society can exist without law, but not without the right. Both, however, stem from man; "the will of men" constitutes the law, while "...the essential precepts flowing from human nature constitute the right."77 Law should emulate right, for "...the law takes its most perfect form when it succeeds in placing itself in accord with the precepts of the right".78

Speaking more specifically of international law, Alcorta suggests that the science thereof is to be observed from two viewpoints: from that of what ought to be, and from the viewpoint of what is. The former is universal, the latter is applicable only to those who have agreed to it.79

As to the nature of the foundations, Alcorta makes the
the basis (fondement) of international law is found in principles in the nature common to all men, and...it is manifested progressively by the consent of the most civilized peoples. International law, said the English government to King Frederick II of Prussia, is founded on justice, equity and the nature of things and it is confirmed by a long usage. 80

As to whether Alcorta is more nearly a positivist, a naturalist or a true eclectic, one may turn to his own statement of faith. He describes eclecticism as being based on "...the principles of justice and the modifications introduced by custom, usage, conventions and treaties", 31 and later suggests that the eclectic school is the most nearly correct of the approaches to international law.

The eclectic school without doubt is that which most nearly approaches the truth, although the natural law, as much as or perhaps more than the positive law, cannot assume an immutable form in its applications, and one can only consider it as an aggregate of rules open to any and all modification. Nothing shows this better than the divergencies of opinions of those very ones who affirm its necessary character: in order to be convinced of this, it is enough to analyze the works of Wolf and of Vattel. 82

In the light of the above evidence, it is apparent that Alcorta is an eclectic, and that his conception of the persons or subjects of international law is traditional.

Oscar Rodríguez Sarachaga (1867-1936) was another Argentine whose writing on international law falls within the orbit of this chapter. He wrote also on the general subject of the administration of justice, but the interest here is in his book written in 1895 as a textbook for
classroom use. It is little more than an elementary compilation of opinions, and apparently the author is much indebted to his compatriot, Amancio Alcorta.

After treating the various schools, he quotes Alcorta, seemingly with approbation, to the effect that the eclectic school most nearly approximates the truth.33

He observes with Alcorta that since nations are merely groups of humans, one must seek the basis of international law in the same place as the basis of private law, i.e., in the nature of man.84 This view is well represented in the following quotation which Rodríguez Saráchaga takes from Alcorta:

The basis of international law, it has been said, is found in the nature common to all men, being manifested progressively by the consent of the most civilized peoples: it is based, then, on justice, equity, and the nature of things and is confirmed by a long usage.85

Rodríguez Saráchaga holds, as regarding definition,86 and, in fact, in all important respects, to the same opinions held by Amancio Alcorta.

C. The Naturalists

The work of José María de Pando (1787-1840), first published in 1843 and later in 1852, may be considered as one of the most intriguing of the Latin American contributions to international law. The work, though widely known, is remarkable in that while there is much evidence of plagiarism, it does not seem to bear the philosophical marks of the work copied, i.e., while Bello gives a positivistic turn87 to his
eclecticism, Pando's work is of quite a naturalistic bent. There has been no attempt here to determine the extent to which this questionable practice was indulged in, but suffice it to say that in some instances successive pages were lifted from Bello's work without appreciable acknowledgement being given, and incorporated into that of Pando. In some of these cases the only originality shown is an occasional change in punctuation or the slightly altered beginning or ending of a paragraph.

Pando was born in Lima, Peru, but was educated in Spain. He had diplomatic experience both under the Spanish and under the Peruvian governments and wrote on various subjects besides international law including politics, diplomacy, and morality.

Pando is often anything but clear, but he seems to recognize the usual dichotomy in international law: the necessary law which is impelling on the conscience only, and the voluntary law which depends upon consent, i.e., conventions either tacit or express. This latter segment of international law, however, is also grounded on the natural law, for, in Pando's view, the inviolability of treaties has the injunction of natural law.

Pando is much concerned with sanctions, and sees religion as the chief of these in international law. The penalty is that which Divine Justice will see fit to inflict upon those who dare to transgress the natural law. Public opinion represents another sanction but in the international
Regarding the positivist writers he says:

Unfortunately, all the writers belonging to the school called positivist, have dedicated themselves (particularly the Germans) to treat exclusively of this conventional law, neglecting the natural [law] which ought to be its basis, its pure and salutary source. In the course of this treatment, we shall have many occasions to reproach them for this vicious fondness for signalling out the variable practices, at times contradictory, and repeatedly absurd or unjust, as true principles of a science sprung from eternal reason.

At another point he makes it quite clear that he considers conventional law as only a more formalized version of natural law. "The law introduced by pacts and customs," he says,

is to primitive [i.e., natural] international law—what the civil code of each people is to the precepts and prohibitions of the natural law. It then makes specific and regularizes what was vague in the primitive law, and [what] needed fixed rules.

There is, however, another side to Pando. It is here that he shows some inclination toward positivism. In explaining why he wrote his book, he suggests that Spanish translations of foreign works (the only texts available, according to him) tend to be too abstract and do not give enough attention to the positive laws.

At another point Pando asks, in effect, what is to be done about the unfortunate lack of a code of natural and customary international law. He answers by suggesting recourse to the "eternal maxims of morality" and to the works of "accredited writers of international jurisprudence.

He defines international law in the following terms:
The independent states considered in their mutual relations as moral persons are called peoples (gentes) or free nations. The aggregate of their reciprocal and perfect rights of the law of the states among themselves forms the commonly so-called law of nations (derecho de gentes) or, according to the modern expression, international law. This is nothing else, according to the common understanding, than the collection of those laws or general rules of conduct which the nations must (deben) use reciprocally in order to guarantee their security and common well-being. This is what ordinarily is understood as natural law, applied whenever possible (en lo posible) to the nations, considering the human race spread over the face of the earth as a great society, of which each state is a member, and in which each and all with respect to each other have the same rights and the same duties which individuals of the human species have among themselves.99

It may be concluded, then, that Pando is much less clear than Bello, because, in his plagiarism he is somewhat selective and often omits selections in which Bello clarifies his generalizations.100 Whereas Bello seems clear, consistent, and logical in his development, Pando impresses one as being somewhat more vague, as having less command of his subject, and as being less sure of his own theoretical and practical convictions. The judgment that Pando is more naturalistically inclined is drawn from the seemingly less sincere and less strong remarks about the use of positivism in international law, and from the general flavor of the work as a whole. This conclusion should be viewed, however, in the light of the highly subjective considerations which are involved.

It may be safely concluded also that Pando's view of the persons or subjects of international law is traditional.
Of all the naturalistically inclined writers who are reviewed in this study, one of the most emphatic in his position is the Uruguayan, Gregorio Perez Gomar (1834-1885). He has written, in addition to this study of international law, works in the field of natural law and also regarding the early explorer, Americus Vespucius. It is pertinent to note that the work reviewed here, which was published in 1864, contains an introduction dealing with natural law, and it may be categorically stated that the author's entire orientation is on the naturalistic plane.

Perez Gomar defines international law as

...the application of natural and admitted principles by the civilized and independent nations in order to regulate their differences and to decide conflicts between the laws and usages which govern them.101

All law, he says, is merely a manifestation of natural law. The same, in his view, is true of civil and political law as well as international law. The dictates of natural law are recognized by the conscience and through "ideas of reason". This state of affairs, in his view, is "the intention of Providence".102

This naturalism takes a Pufendorfian turn when Perez observes that the nations which are free and independent, though by themselves having formed a "humanitarian whole", can be ruled only by God,103 an hypothesis which he obviously accepts as sound because, like Pufendorf and not for example like Hobbes, in his next clause he recognizes stability and therefore the actuality of international law.104 He
reiterates that natural law is the only essential basis of law. The conscience and reason by which it is recognized, however, is not that of one person alone, but a recognition that is universal in character. The idea is that by means of general acceptance a rule of natural law is promulgated, not created. He goes on to warn, however, that general acceptance alone does not create an obligatory rule; the rule must of itself be just. 105

Perhaps the best statement of this author's views appears in the section in which he discusses the sources of international law. The observation is as follows:

We shall not make divisions of international law, because it is the same, but we shall sketch the sources from which it emanates:

1. Directly from reason and universal conscience as the promulgation of eternal justice; some call the law thus recognized internal, confusing it with simple moral duty. But the obligation is distinguished from the duty (deber), in that the latter may be optional. Thus, as we see it, there is no imperfect obligation; every obligation is an unavoidable rule of conduct and one must understand that that which is called imperfect obligation is merely moral duty. All of the obligations of a nation may be required, but not all of its duties.

2. From treaties and conventions, as sources of special obligation. This law is special for the contractors, but it can be invoked in similar cases as demonstration or doctrine. Some call this positive law.

3. From the general usages of nations, these usages being just; some call this customary law.

4. Lastly, from the authority of the authors, who as interpreters of the law give legal force to points on which there is agreement, and from the deductions in which the most judicious are in accord. 106

While it is evident that positivist elements play some part in Pérez Gomar's system, there would seem to be little
doubt that his real orientation is toward naturalism. As to persons or subjects of international law, he seems to be essentially traditional.

José Silva Santisteban (1825-1889), a Peruvian, is another of the many Latin American publicists who wrote his book as a text for teaching. He has written in the areas of constitutional, penal, natural, and international law. The work mentioned here, which was published in 1864, is as close to pure ecclesiastical naturalism as one could hope to find anywhere. While the value of treaties and usages is acknowledged, these are viewed as sterile unless they embody reason and justice.¹⁰⁷

Silva is not entirely clear as to what justice is, but he is persistent in his search. "International law", he says,

...[is] the science which treats of the regulation of international relations according to the eternal principles of justice, or, in other terms, of the establishment of principles to which the nations must (deben) subject themselves in the granting of external means necessary for advancing their rational ends.¹⁰⁸

Elsewhere he says that the realization of "the principle of justice" is the end to which nations must direct themselves,¹⁰⁹ and at still another point it is made abundantly clear that natural law is to be regarded as no less binding in human affairs than in the realm of physical phenomena. Just as laws govern such matters as stellar movements, the tides, and the regularity of night and day, so

...it is undoubtable also that the intelligence obeys unvarying laws in all the spheres of its
activity, and he who would dare to deny the moral law, would be a stupid person worthy of pity, a poor blind one who does not see the resplendent light of truth.\textsuperscript{110}

These laws apply to nations as well as to men, for, to quote his own picturesque words,

\ldots the creator of the world who has established the harmony of the elements, could not have left the nations in chaos; the God of Israel who led his people in the desert by a mysterious cloud, likewise has created justice to lead the nations forward.\textsuperscript{111}

At a later place is established the relationship which, in Silva's judgment, obtains between natural and positive law. Accordingly treaties themselves draw their validity from the natural law. The meaning is emphatic and clear. There can be no mistaking the view in the following passage:

But the treaties do not create laws, they are not their source, but only the social medium for their realization; their obligatory force, their inviolability and sanctity as one is accustomed to say, emanate from the pre-existence of the principles of justice which they verify; a law recognized becomes by the same act obligatory and inviolable. To search for the obligatory force of treaties in a preliminary convention, in utility, or in naked morality, is to mistake the nature of juridical obligation.

For the validity of treaties the same conditions are required as are established by natural law for contracts in general, modified somewhat (un tanto) by the special nature of the nation; such requisites are three: legal capacity, free consent, lawful object.\textsuperscript{112}

There can be little doubt as to Silva Santisteban's orientation. His naturalism is manifest on virtually every count. It seems quite evident, also, that his views regarding the persons and subjects of international law are traditional.
Augustin Aspiazu (1817-1897), who has written in the fields of constitutional law and international law, wrote a little text on the latter subject in 1872. This book does not appear to be too well reasoned, yet it has its interesting aspects.

It is not entirely clear just how emphatically Aspiazu embraces naturalism. At one point he sounds almost like Pufendorf; elsewhere he seems to have more of an eclectic flavor.

Although he does not want to dwell at length on the matter, as he considers it of only secondary importance, he concludes that in a scientific sense international law is law only when it conforms to the dictates of justice.\(^\text{113}\)

At another place, he seems to say that the philosophical or rational international law, while serving as a basis for other aspects of the law of nations, is obligatory on all states, while the conventional law binds only those which agree thereto. Customary law is binding, he thinks, but only so because it is presumed to be in conformity with the dictates of reason; if it does not reflect this ideal, it need not be followed.\(^\text{114}\)

As to the basis of the binding force of natural law, Aspiazu has the following to say:

The rational law of nations has its obligatory force in the duty of all intelligent and free beings to make their acts conform to the prescriptions of reason and justice. To be just and reasonable is to labor in obedience (sujeción) to the judgment of conscience and to the designs of the Creator; to be unjust and arbitrary is to attack another's rights and to make oneself culpable before God and other peoples.\(^\text{115}\)
An eclecticism appears, however, when it is asked how one would go about determining the just and the rational in any case of doubt, or in a particular "prescription of the conventional law", hence to evaluate its binding effect. He answers by pointing to the sources of international jurisprudence, i.e., to the writers who, when in agreement, make a clear case for the validity of the rule in question. In the section just outlined, Aspiazu mentions conventional law, presumably in the sense of treaty law, and in a passage outlined earlier, he speaks of customary law. It is interesting to note that in both instances the idea is that a dictate of neither of these positive forms is valid if it fails to conform to the rational or natural law.

International law is defined as

...the collection of laws or general rules of conduct which states must (deben) observe among themselves for their security and common well-being.

It seems quite apparent that the main orientation is toward naturalism, although, as has been pointed out, Aspiazu is not without his more positivist facets. His views on the subjects or persons of international law appear to be traditional.

Although the work of Antonio Saénz (1780-1825) did not originally appear in book form, it seems not amiss briefly to review his lectures at this point, for it may be conjectured that much pedagogical work of this flavor has been influential in academic and other circles in Latin America.
These Lectures were given in 1822-1823 at the University of Buenos Aires, then only the embryo of the present institution of that name. Saéz, who apparently was a priest and a lawyer as well as a scholar, was rector of the University for a time, and portions of his lecture notes were preserved in the faculty library. In 1939 they were published by the University of Buenos Aires as a contribution to the historiography of Argentine law.

Since much of the work is not extant, a clear picture is hard to draw. Enough is available, however, to indicate a strong naturalistic view.

Drawing a distinction between public law and international law, Saéz points out that the former relates to the interior regulation of the state, while

The law of nations is universal and it comes from nature making itself known (dándose a conocer) solely by right reason. Also some are accustomed to call it the original and primitive law of nations. It has obligated and will always obligate all nations and all governments, and it will last as long as the world.

Saéz holds that nations exist in a state of nature much like the condition once thought to have been that of individual persons in their pre-civil state, and that their laws

...are derived from an immutuable law established by the Author of the Universe, whose precepts are universal, and there is no created being who is not obliged to obey.

In defining the law of nations, this complete naturalist observes that

...it is the natural law itself when applied or when taken in the aspect which regulates the
social life of man in common, or the business and actions of societies.\textsuperscript{131}

The virtually complete naturalism of Saénz is apparent. His views on the persons or subjects of international law seem to be traditional.

\textbf{D. Juan Bautista Alberdi}

The contribution to international law of the outstanding Argentine, Juan Bautista Alberdi (1810-1884) has not been particularly lengthy. It is being dealt with separately, however, because it is entirely different in flavor, purpose, and nature from the texts and treatises on international law which have been reviewed up to this point; also because it parallels somewhat and seems almost to anticipate the reform literature of the twentieth century.

Alberdi was not a diplomat like Calvo or Bello, nor a scholar like Alcorta, but a legal, social, and political reformer. He spent much of his life outside his native Argentina because he was not happily thought of by the authorities there whom he constantly and strongly criticized. Alberdi was especially hard on the dictator, Juan Manuel de Rosas (1793-1877), but after the latter's fall from power in 1852 he returned to Argentina and then served the government in diplomatic capacities in Europe. When a further governmental change occurred in 1861 Alberdi remained abroad. He died in 1884 in Paris.

Alberdi wrote widely, there being some twenty-four volumes to his credit, of which sixteen were published posthumously. It is in these latter works that he makes his
suggestions regarding international law. His writings include, however, constitutional matters, international law and relations, economics, sociology, and related matters.

He is probably best known in Argentina for his work, Las bases, which is a study of liberal American constitutions and in which he makes some suggestions—destined to be largely accepted—regarding a new Argentine constitution. 122

His reputation and prestige in South America is remarkably high. It might not be amiss to liken him in many respects to Thomas Jefferson in terms of stature and of nineteenth century liberal orientation.

Most of Alberdi's remarks concerning international law are made in his Crimen de la guerra, 123 although observations on this subject are found scattered throughout other parts of his posthumous works.

With reference to the Crimen de la guerra, the whole theme of the work is that war is by all counts an evil and must be abolished, a view which is closely related to his belief that "to govern is to populate". 124 As to the sources of law, Alberdi is fairly explicit. He opines that it is created principally by commerce, "the great peacemaker". 125 It is emphasized, moreover, that international law is only a segment of the entire body of law as a single unity. "The law", he observes,

is one for all the human race by virtue of the unity itself of the human race.

The unity of law, as the juridical law of man, this is the great and simple foundation on which the whole edifice of human law ought to be constructed. 126
Outlining the several branches of the law, he concludes:

All the confusion and the obscurity, in the perception of a simple and clear law as the moral rule of man, comes from this Olympus or multitude of Gods which live only in the fantasy of the human legislator.

One God, one human species, one law as the law of the human species.127

"That which is called the law of nations", says Alberdi at another place, "is the human law seen in its most general, most elevated, [and] most interesting aspect."128

The stress which he places on the unity of law has a certain naturalistic ring about it, and there is considerable evidence to further the point of his reliance on naturalism. Only war, he suggests, is a justification for war;129 and again, war is by nature partial and hence unjust;130 and elsewhere, "...war is a crime when it does not have peace for [its] object, that is to say, justice, which is the basis and condition of peace."131

At another place it is said that

...the law which is used for natural law in order to regulate the relations of man to man within the nation, is one and the same as that which regulates the relations of nation to nation.132

In a similar though more exhortative vein he urges the creation of a more cohesive world society which will result naturally in a legal system, i.e., ubi societas ibi jus.

The authors of international law are not those who have developed international law.

In order to develop international law as a science, in order to give it as law the dominion of the world, what matters is to create the international material, the international substance, the international life, that is to say, the union of the nations into a vast social body of so many
heads of states, governed by a thought, by an opinion, by a universal and common judge.
The law will come by itself as the law of life of this body.\textsuperscript{133}

There is, on the other hand, a phase of Alberdi’s writing which sounds somewhat like James Mill\textsuperscript{134} or Hugo Krabbe\textsuperscript{135} or even to a degree like Jean Spiropolous.\textsuperscript{136} This is where he emphasizes the importance of public opinion. After remarking with reference to the lack of a judge to decide international problems, he suggests that the absence of such an authority does not, however, preclude the possibility of a general opinion or consensus on any given problem.\textsuperscript{137} Even here, however, one has the feeling that Alberdi does not cast aside his naturalism, but rather that public opinion in some way reflects justice per se.

Since this opinion exists, or is possible, international law and the justice pronounced according to it, are possible, because among nations as among individuals, in the world society as in the national society, law is sought but the expression of the general opinion, and the superior judicial judgment is that which concurs completely with the public conscience.\textsuperscript{138}

Suffice it to say here that this material as a whole suggests a strongly naturalistic eclecticism in international law, but it is an eclecticism which reflects not so much the customary Latin American reliance on a form of eclesiastical naturalism, as a reliance on something akin to nineteenth century rationalism.

Regarding the persons or subjects of international law, Alberdi, while not altogether clear, nevertheless is sufficiently so to indicate a remarkable modernism. ...[he
objects of international law", he says,

are the same as those of civil law: persons, that is to say, States, considered in their sovereign condition; things, that is to say, territories, seas, rivers, mountains, etc., considered in themselves and in their relations with the States which acquire possess and transfer them, that is to say, treaties, conventions, cessions, inheritances, etc. 139

It is to be observed that Alberdi speaks in the last paragraph of "objects" of international law and not subjects. Whether this distinction has relevancy here is perhaps an open question, 140 but certain other statements would seem to resolve the question in the negative. An example may be seen in the following unusual remark:

The favorite persons of international law are States; but as these are composed of man, the person of the man is not foreign to international law.

Not only the states are members of humanity as society, but the individuals of which the states are composed.

In the last analysis the individual man is the elemental unity of all human associations; and all law, though it be collective and general, is ultimately resolved in a law of man. 141

Somewhat later in the same discussion Alberdi makes the following remark which, considering the century in which it was written, is almost startling as representing a viewpoint which even today is sufficiently rare:

...when one or many individuals of a state are injured as regards their international rights, that is to say, as members of the society of humanity, although it be by the government of their country, they can invoke international law, to ask the world to make it respect their persons even though it be against the government of their own country.

The intervention which they ask, they do not ask in the name of the state; only the government is the organ to speak in the name of the state. They ask it in their own name through international
law which protects them in the guarantees of liberty, life, security, equality, etc.\textsuperscript{142}

Although Alberdi's views on the nature of international law can best be labeled as strongly naturalistic eclecticism, it is nevertheless true that the overpowering consideration—toward which, it must be emphasized, he was directing his argument—was the power of public opinion. He was out to make changes and in so doing he used both naturalistic and positivistic elements, but his importance rests largely on what he was trying to accomplish, i.e., the abolition of war.

As to his conception of the persons of international law, he alone among nineteenth century Latin American writers views the individual in the light of having international personality. In this regard he anticipated one of the most momentous of twentieth century developments in the field of international law.

\textbf{E. Miscellany}

In addition to the writers who have been reviewed above in some detail, a few titles should be mentioned in the interest of making this chapter as complete a survey of the nineteenth century literature in this area as is possible.

Among these works is \textit{Derecho internacional mexicano},\textsuperscript{143} a work in three volumes which is sometimes ascribed to Angel Nuñez Ortega, but which was apparently compiled by several persons under his direction. Although its title sounds pertinent, it is actually an official compilation of treaties, unratified treaties, and pertinent laws.
A similar work is *Derecho internacional guatemalteco* ascribed to D. Ramon Salazar and Federico S. de Tejada. This too is a three-volume work, volumes two and three of which were published in 1912 and 1919 respectively and strictly speaking, therefore, do not deserve mention in this chapter. This work, like its Mexican prototype, is merely a compilation of Guatemalan treaties. In addition, a work thought to be by Federico S. de Tejada entitled *Derecho internacional*, 1894, was sought but could not be located, and it is conjectured that this latter title may have been merely an incorrect citation of *Derecho internacional guatemalteco*.

The two works which have just been mentioned are by their very nature such as to add emphasis to the positivist tradition.

Another title which at first seemed pertinent is *International Law of Spanish America* by Don Estanislao S. Zeballos (1854-1923) which was published in 1893. This work, though by its title seeming to be applicable to a study such as this, is merely a statement opposing Brazil's position on the Misiones dispute.

*Elementos de derecho natural y de gentes*, written by the priest, Ciriaco Morelli (1718-1795), who was at the University of Cordoba, was translated in the third volume of the faculty studies of the National University of La Plata by Dr. Luciano Abeille. It appeared in 1911. It seems to be an ecclesiastical statement of natural law and of its application to international law. It was felt that this work was not within the scope of the materials to be covered.
The general work of Henry Wheaton which was cited in the first chapter of this study was translated into Spanish by the Mexican, José María Barros. Since Wheaton's work was mentioned earlier in this survey, and since it is comparatively well known to American students of international law, it was felt that its perusal here would not be profitable.

A work by Juan de la Torre entitled Guía para el estudio del derecho internacional de México and reputedly published in 1879 was not available, but a tome bearing the same bibliographical data was available under the title of Guía para el estudio del derecho constitucional mexicano. It is surmised that the former title was a misprint and that no such work exists.

In addition, there were a number of works of the type reviewed in this survey which, though nineteenth century products of Latin America, could not be located for perusal. These are the following:


Alcandara, Bellagarde. Noções elementos de direito das gentes. (Brazil, 1851).

Azcárate. El derecho internacional americano. (1898).

Gaenaga, Magnasco, y Echaida. Notas sobre el derecho internacional público y privado. (Argentina, 1883).

Leguizamón, Onésimo. Apuntes sobre el programa oficial del primer curso, tomados por Luis T. Pintos y Joaquín Rivadavia. (Argentina, 1874).


Martínez Silva, Carlos. Notas a la obra de Bello. (Colombia, 1883).
Matta, Pedro da Autram e Alburquerque. *Elementos de direito das gentes.* (Brazil, 1851).

Montefar, Lorenzo. *Nociones de derecho de gentes y leyes de la guerra.* (Guatemala, 1893).

Pereira, Pinto. *Apuntamentos para o direito internacional.* (Brazil, 1864).

Pinto, Luis T., Rivadavia, Joaquín, y Leguizamón, Onésimo. *Derecho internacional.* (Argentina, 1894). (This title and that of Leguizamón listed above may refer to the same work).

Suárez. *Compendio de derecho internacional de don Andrés Bello.* (Chile, 1883).

Conclusions

From the preceding analysis of certain theoretical aspects of nineteenth century Latin American writers of international law, a number of fairly clear conclusions can be drawn.

1. First, it must be concluded that there are relatively few absolutists who speak either in terms of pure positivism or of pure naturalism. All of the authors with perhaps the exception of Silva Santisteban and Antonio Saénz are eclectics in some degree. It is significant in this respect that six of the general treatise writers together with Alberdi were placed in this category.

2. The second of these conclusions is that the positivist strain was probably the most influential of the three, and that the most highly respected writers of the nineteenth century were of this persuasion. Of the writers reviewed, five were classified under this heading and the two borderline authors, Tremosa y Nadal and Bourdon-Viane, were also
of this persuasion. It is evident, of course, that none of these positivists were absolutists; rather, their orientation can best be summed up in the following quotation from the noted Argentine, Carlos Calvo:

For our part, we recognize that the general ideal of justice can modify the relations of states to their well-being and common profit; nevertheless in the course of our work, we shall attach preference to principles defined by treaties, to rules which are deduced naturally and logically from particular conventions or from diverse instances resolved in practice, finally to sanctioned jurisprudence.¹⁸⁰

3. In opposition to the positivist strain which was in evidence in both the positivist and the eclectic writers, there was also a less pronounced, but nevertheless important naturalistic thread which runs through many nineteenth century works. The best example of this point of view in a relatively pure form is the book by Silva Santisteban, but the eclectic works also display evidences of this type of thinking. In addition to the class notes of Antonio Saénz, works of four of the authors surveyed were classified as naturalistic. There is evidence presented elsewhere to the effect that this naturalistic strain has both neo-Kantian and neo-scholastic elements,¹⁵¹ but no attempt has been made here to determine these points of origin.

4. With the sole exception of Juan Bautista Alberdi, there is no deviation from the traditional position that the subjects of international law are states and no other parties.¹⁵² Alberdi’s position, however, anticipates one of the most active and interesting questions of twentieth century
5. It would appear that the Latin American orientation reflected in general the same trends as were evident in the rest of the world during the nineteenth century. There is, however, sufficient evidence to indicate that Latin American jurists have entertained slightly more naturalistic elements in their thinking than was true throughout the world as a whole. This, as has been said, is a matter of slight degree only.
CHAPTER III

THE WRITERS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Introduction

This chapter, without making any attempt to exhaust the literature, is based on a study of certain selected texts and treatises among which are the works of the more widely known writers. In addition, selected examples of the new international law are reviewed.

The plan followed in Part I has been to group the positivists and eclectics separately without the additional category for naturalism that was included in the previous chapter. This is because there has been less evidence of relatively pure naturalism in the last five decades than before, so that the only useful division would seem to be the one employed.

Part II of this chapter is devoted not to writers of treatises on international law in general, but to advocates of the new international law. It has been observed elsewhere in this study that during the twentieth century there has been a marked reaction against the excesses of positivism, and the Latin American segment of this movement has been remarkably active. Within it are to be found works of considerable interest, a number of which will be reviewed in some detail, and a few others mentioned with a view to indicating trends.

Part I

A. The Positivists

Lafayette Rodriguez Pereira (1839-1917) was a Brazilian
writer whose literary endeavor encompassed family law, private international law, and other legal studies as well as public international law.

"International law", he notes, in his Principios de direito internacional,\(^2\) "comes to be the complex of the principles which regulate the rights and obligations of the nations among themselves."\(^3\)

He makes an introductory remark that this work "...is a book of positive law and not of philosophical law", but that "The philosophical element is not forgotten", observing that he invokes the latter to "...explain the cause or the reason of a principle...", to fill lacunae, to indicate criteria for a critique of accepted doctrines, or to suggest reforms.\(^4\)

In this vein, he clearly states his view that there is a law higher than the positive law. Of this he says:

There exists, certainly, above the positive international law an ideal law which science conceives of as pure theory whether as an aggregate of metaphysical concepts of reason or as a high generalization of juridical facts.\(^5\)

He then observes that this natural or philosophical law has a threefold relationship to international law: "...it influences its formation, it furnishes elements for its comprehension, and it gives criteria for its criticism and betterment."\(^6\)

The moral principle is not \textit{ipso facto} the law, however. Consent is the means by which law is developed out of the moral sphere. Of this he says:

The principle which is not recognized by the
procedure of the nations, nor admitted and accepted by their consent, does not have obligatory force for them in the external world, however just the reasons on which it is based may be.\textsuperscript{7}

As to the sources of international law at one place he mentions tradition, history, public documents, pacts, and conventions adding that treatises of the publicists though lacking legal authority have their influence.\textsuperscript{8} Elsewhere, he distinguishes between sources and media. The former are the acts "...by which the [human] will creates the judicial principle,..." and the latter are the documents which "...establish the existence..." of the sources. Recognition, usage and custom, and public treaties and conventions are cited as constituting the sources of positive international law.\textsuperscript{9} Both of these categories are manifestly positivist.

It would seem fair to judge this work as essentially positivist. It is evident also that the author's conception of persons or subjects of international law is traditional.

José Flores y Flores, a Guatemalan professor who wrote a text in 1902 for classroom use,\textsuperscript{10} defines international law in the traditional way. He seems not to attempt a definition of his own, but quotes several authorities. His view resembles that of Calvo or Bello.\textsuperscript{11} International law is derived from the coexistence of states.\textsuperscript{12} The basis of the scientific system of international law, he points out while quoting Torres Campos, is the concept of the international community.\textsuperscript{13}

A true picture of international law, however, is not to
be seen without the usual dichotomy of natural and positive law. The former "...is the natural law of the coexistence of states..." It is grounded on the necessary relations deduced from the coexistence of states, and also on the omni-present necessity of every state to preserve its own essential characteristics and to respect those of others. The latter, i.e., the positive law "...rests on the consent of the [states] ...shown expressly by reciprocal agreement or tacitly by constant observance." 14

There are two references to sources which seem to have some relevancy. In the one place he makes an interesting observation concerning Ortolan, a Spanish writer, who classifies the sources of international law under the three categories of reason, customs, and public treaties. Of the first Ortolan says that it is reason by which man acquires the knowledge of what is just and unjust. However, Flores suggests, in agreement with Ortolan himself, that in order to give this classification practical application, the priority must be reversed to read 1. treaties, 2. customs, and 3. principles. 15 This contrast between the viewpoints of theoretical observation and practical application in such clear form is not often encountered.

At another place he mentions the following as sources: universal morality, history, diplomatic correspondence, opinions of the jurisconsults, the decisions of mixed courts, laws and mercantile regulations, the related sciences (e.g., civil law, political economy, etc.), treaties and conventions,
usages, practices, customs, principles of Roman law, and the works of the publicists.  

It is apparent that Flores y Flores has a moderately positivistic inclination. It seems also that he has a traditional attitude toward the persons and subjects of international law.

Isidoro Ruiz Moreno (1876- ), is an Argentine and one of the better known contemporary Latin American writers in the field of international law, whose work reviewed here was published in 1934.  

There is no statement in which Ruiz Moreno clearly establishes his views on the basic nature of international law. While he suggests that he would support naturalism to a limited degree, he fears it as being generally too flexible. To positivism, he gives a certain support, but feels that it, too, is only a part of the over-all picture. Later, while he does not clearly state his view, the reader is given the impression that eclecticism has his real support.

Ruiz Moreno remarks that in the view of some writers the term source (fuente) signifies a "means of manifestation", but for the majority, among whom he places himself, it suggests "the origin from which the law stems." These sources, he observes, are to be classified as direct and indirect. The former include customs, conventions, decisions of the League of Nations as regards its members, and international jurisprudence. The latter embrace national law, the opinion of persons of insight (instintos) who study the
matter, the opinion of the internationalists, and public opinion.21

At another place he speaks of rights as existing anterior to law and says that certain writers confuse the terms rights (derechos) and laws (leyes) when they suggest that only natural laws may be said to exist as regulating international life.22

By way of definition he would say that:

...public international law is the aggregate of principles and rules which govern the relations among international persons and among the states, and the international rights and duties of individuals.23

As for what entities have international personality, he observes that this category has been extended since the nineteenth century; specifically he mentions states, confederations, the League of Nations, certain colonies, the Papacy, belligerent communities, the Straits Commission, the Permanent Court of International Justice, the International Court of Arbitration, and other international commissions.24 Although some authors consider individuals as persons before international law, to this he would not agree, noting that when individuals appear before international courts—even mixed tribunals—the states are the real parties.25

There is some reason to consider this writer as an eclectic, yet it would seem that his real inclinations are positivistic. For example, among the sources which he regards as basic in character and not merely as manifestations of the law, he mentions only positivist elements—unless there be a degree of naturalistic implication in the indirect
source which he terms "...the opinion of persons of insight who study the matter...." In the light of this analysis, it appears that Ruiz Moreno should be classed among the positivists.

As to the persons of international law, he expresses quite a modern view. Individuals, however, do not merit international personality. On the other hand, individuals apparently are seen as having some international rights and duties. Consequently, it would seem that his remarks are somewhat contradictory.

Cecilio Baez (1862-1941), a former president of Paraguay and a professional diplomat, a professor of law and of social sciences at the National University of Asuncion as well as its rector for a time, among his extensive publications, wrote a little text in 1936 which is of modest interest to this study. He does not himself attempt to define international law, but quotes the essentially traditional definitions of J. de Louter, L. Oppenheim, and Von Liszt.

International persons are, according to his mention at one place, the League of Nations, dominions, colonies, natural persons, ethnic and other minorities, the Permanent Court of International Justice, international banks, and mandates in addition, of course, to states. Elsewhere he says that "States are the only subjects of international law capable of international rights and obligations." He goes on to observe, however, that a trend exists to allow to other entities the enjoyment of a degree of personality in
the international sphere. The individual, he suggests may have limited personality, but not to the extent of having rights.\textsuperscript{30} His closing remark on this subject is a reaffirmation of the view that only states are subjects of international law.\textsuperscript{31}

As to the foundation and sources of international law, Báez feels that the "ethical-juridical conscience of peoples" is the foundation (he uses the term fuentes or sources, but he seems to mean foundation) of international law. This phenomenon "...gives obligatory character to the economic and moral rules emerging from the mutual relationship (la vida de relacion), [i.e.,] from solidarity."\textsuperscript{32} Customs and treaties express that conscience.\textsuperscript{33}

At another place he observes that international law is positive law and that its obligatory nature stems from the will of states.\textsuperscript{34} Again, he says that customs and treaties are its only sources,\textsuperscript{35} observing that general principles of justice are really customs,\textsuperscript{36} and that while the opinions of writers influence the unfolding of international law, these are not a true source of the law of nations.\textsuperscript{37}

Thus, it is fairly apparent that Báez' position on the persons of international law is essentially traditional, and that his philosophical orientation is positivist.

Raul Paranhos Pedemeiras (1874- ) is a Brazilian writer whose work on international law has gone through nine editions. His sixth or 1938 edition has been used in this survey.\textsuperscript{38}
The work seems vague in some respects, and the author apparently makes no attempt to define his discipline.

Principles for the regulation of the relations among states, when they are made positive by means of reciprocal consent, establish, in Pederneiras view, a composite of norms of juridical activity.39

Necessity is the foundation of international law. Of this he says:

The basis of international law, in our view, is found in necessity [which is the] only reason for the existence of relations among individuals or communities of individuals. Necessity united to the collective will or, at least, the will of two (dual) [being] the only sanction of these relations.40

As to the principal sources of international law, Pederneiras mentions agreements, customs, and treaties (apparently this includes the resolutions of the League of Nations). Regarding subsidiary sources, he lists the individual laws of states, jurisprudence, the work of jurists, diplomatic acts, history, Roman law, the Hague conventions (presumably in a suggestive and advisory capacity where they have not been adhered to), public opinion, the codifications, the national and international societies of international law, and monographs of creditable writers.41

Pederneiras' orientation is toward positivism. His remarks are inconclusive as regards the persons of international law, but he seems to be essentially traditional in this respect.

One of the most interesting writers of the twentieth
century is the Mexican, Francisco A. Ursúa who published his work in 1938. The book was designed to be used as a text or for similar purposes.

Ursúa observes that the term source (fuente) is really not applicable to treaties, customs, court decisions, or the writers of international law. He suggests that these elements are merely proofs. The foundation of juridical activity, however, is society itself, and he feels that this belief is accepted everywhere. More specifically he finds it necessary to relate juridical activity to "...the notion of necessary reciprocity which..." is to be found "at the bottom of all juridical ideas. "The norm of law considered objectively", he goes on to say,

is nothing, in reality, but the expression of this same norm existing subjectively in the bosom (seno) of humanity or of the group which is considered; it ought to be, then, in itself the basis of a classification of [legal] matters, to the end of not losing sight of its genesis [which is an] essential and indispensable part of its real content.

He considers that one should speak not of the fundamentals of a science so much as of the study of a collective phenomenon, i.e., the cooperative force (sinergia) of natural manifestations acting in accordance with the laws of the organs which produce them. These organs in this case are human societies.

As to the nature of law, he observes that:

The concept of law is then, as a materialistic reality, the collective social conscience of a directive force which embraces the relations which are subject, by virtue of a conscious generalization, to a necessary reciprocity among all the members of the community which it governs.

Speaking of international law, he merely says that:
international law is the collective social conscience of a directive force which embraces the relations which are subject, by virtue of a conscious generalization, to a necessary reciprocity among all the members of humanity, when these relations go beyond the limits of state jurisdiction or are in themselves of an interstatal nature.49

As to the persons of international law, he has the three classifications of (1) subjects of international law including individuals, moral persons, and ethnic groups, (2) international subjects of law including the League of Nations, the Papacy, and international commissions, and (3) persons of international law, i.e., states, which are held to enjoy perfect juridical personality.50

From this evidence it would seem that Ursúa is a follower of Duguit, i.e., a sociological positivist. It is evident, also, that while he does not follow Duguit to the point of designating individuals as the only real subjects of international law, he is, nevertheless, well within the modern tradition in that he greatly expands the scope of international law and puts the individual in a place where he at least gets some recognition.

Clovis Bevilaqua (1859-1944) was one of the leading Brazilian publicists of this century. His writings have included public and private international law and other legal subjects. The second edition of his treatise, Direito publico internacional, published in 1939, was used in this survey.51 The work was written to show the main principles of public international law as reflected in Brazilian
practice. 52

Bevilaqua, drawing on the many definitions which he finds in Sá Vienne's work, believes that they can all be reduced to this: "...public international law is that which regulates the relations of states among themselves." 53

Confirming what this definition suggests regarding the status of persons, he views only states and the Holy See as enjoying international personality. 54

Regarding the foundations of international law, he speaks of solidarity rather than of sovereignty as the basic stratum out of which international law arises. 55

As to sources, he is essentially a positivist. He adopts the classification of Cavaglieri who says that confusion exists as between the nature of sources and of evidences of international law. The latter include such elements as court decisions and government acts; but the only real sources are customs and treaties. 56

It is apparent that Clovis Bevilaqua's views on international personality are traditional, and that his philosophical orientation is positivistic.

Probably the leading contemporary Argentine publicist is Daniel Antokoletz (1881- ) whose writings, diplomatic activities, and professional experience have thoroughly qualified him in the field of international law. The fourth edition of his treatise published in 1944 has been used in this survey. 57

Antokoletz defines public international law as the
...aggregate of theoretical principles, practical rules, and moral norms applicable, not only among states, but also between states and associations of states, and in relations of these among themselves, and with other international persons.59

As to persons of international law, he notes that states though not the only international persons, are the chief ones.59

Among the others he mentions the Papacy, the League of Nations, the Pan American Union, the European Danube Commission, and certain autonomous dominions.60 He does not feel that the individual is an international person.61

Turning to the nature of international law, Antokoletz finds its foundations in the need for states to live together and in the consequent juridical relationship exemplified in the adage "ubi societas ibi jus".62

The sources of international law are much confused, he opines, but after a long discussion of the various writers' views, he lists in order of importance: positive sources embracing treaties, customs, general principles, and international court decisions; and doctrinal sources including consultative decisions of the Permanent Court of International Justice, European and American codification projects in the League of Nations or the Pan American Union, dictates of the scientific institutions, and the opinions of classical and contemporary writers.63

Antokoletz makes the usual distinction between natural and positive law. He is of the opinion that often the two do not coincide in that the ideal is ahead of reality. The implication is that natural law constitutes an intellectual
conception of what ought to be, while positive law (expressly or tacitly agreed to by states) stipulates the actual law.64

Although Antokoletz shows some deference to natural law, it appears that his basic orientation is positivistic. It is also apparent that his views on international personality are essentially traditional.

One of the most recent classroom textbooks on international law is the little work published in 1946 by the Ecuadoran, Teodoro Alvarado Garaicoa.65

As to definition he quotes Sanchez de Bustamente, Fiore, Bello, Alcorta, Antokoletz, and For, all of whom take traditional views.66 On the other hand, when speaking elsewhere of the subjects of international law, he observes that where the states used to be the only entities so considered, now "...the church, mandates, some political groups, and international entities such as the British Commonwealth of Nations, the Universal Postal Union and lastly, the individual" are also within this classification.67 This is modified somewhat at another place where he observes that the individual is occasionally a person in international law.68

As to the sources of international law, he mentions certain national laws, jurisprudence (apparently court decisions based largely on morality and equity), custom, treaties, and the doctrines of the writers of note.69 Of these custom is "...perhaps the source par excellence of international law."70

The chief orientation here is that of positivism. As to
subjects of international law, his view is clearly not the traditional one as he includes the individual person in at least some instances.

Probably the most famous contemporary Latin American authority on international law is the Cuban, Antonio Sanchez de Bustamante y Sirven (1865- ). His attendance at international conferences, membership in international law associations, professorial record, writings, and especially his judgeship on the Permanent Court of International Justice have made him one of the world's best known and most highly respected jurists. The fourth edition of his Manual de derecho internacional publico published in 1947 has been used for this survey.71

Bustamante y Sirven defines public international law as

...the aggregate of principles which regulate the exterior rights and duties and the relations of the juridical persons which form part of the international community, among themselves and with collective international organizations and the Pan American Union, likewise the common norms of internal or external individual protection established by international accords.72

The entities to be considered as juridical persons, he observes, are those civilized human societies which exercise sovereignty over territory, and that have their own organized governments with which to control foreign representation and international trade. He notes that this does not exclude everything but the recognized nation state, and mentions as examples of additional subjects of international law the virtually sovereign British Dominions.73 The individual,
however, while often the object of international law is never its direct subject.\textsuperscript{74}

Bustamente is careful to distinguish between the foundation and sources of international law. The former is that element without which international law itself would never have had cause for being, whereas the latter is either the immediate fabricator or a mere evidence of the law.\textsuperscript{75}

The foundation of international law, he explains is the community itself in which the state exists as directed toward the juridical end of a mutual maintenance of rights and duties.\textsuperscript{76}

This law rests, and must necessarily rest, on the juridical community of international persons; but the juridical community always is organized and maintained not as the destroyer [this term could also be translated as "consumer"] but as the guarantee of reciprocal and equal rights and duties of each and all of its component elements.\textsuperscript{77}

Bustamente makes an interesting distinction between "generative" and "evidential" sources of international law. The former, although to be distinguished from foundations, are the immediate loci from which the rules of international law spring. Examples are custom in its formative aspects, pertinent national legislative, judicial and executive acts, and science which includes the writings of the jurists, the works of scientific associations, and professorial declama-
tions. The direct consequences of such as these add up to the general principles of law. Also, the acts of the League of Nations, permanent American conferences, special conferences, together with international court decisions are to be
considered as generative sources.

Among the evidential sources mentioned are custom (as already known and in force), pertinent diplomatic correspondence and negotiations, national and international legislation especially treaties and conventions, and national and international jurisprudence, i.e., court decisions. 73

Bustamente y Sirven is essentially traditional regarding the persons of international law. As to the theory of international law, he mentions three levels: (1) the ultimate foundations of international law, (2) the immediate generative sources of international law, and (3) the evidences of international law. In all of these the position is fundamentally positivist.

B. The Eclectics

D. Ramon Ribeyro is a Peruvian writer and professor whose work, essentially a résumé of class lectures on international law, was published in 1901 with a second volume following in 1905. 79

Ribeyro makes much of the usual dichotomy of natural and positive branches of international law. "Natural reason and moral perception", he says, "do not permit us to confuse what is essentially just and good, with what is unjust and bad." 80 With the aid of these powers, man has been able to construct a code which in effect sets the "rational limit" to the exercise of his "exterior liberty". Of all this he says: "I have here the philosophical element of the law of
of nations founded in a principle preëxistant and superior to human will and as such immutable. 31

On the other hand there are, however, numerous degrees of human perfection and many divergent needs along with "unstable situations and transitory conditions". The positive obligations, then, are based on utility and convenience.

I have here the second element to which we have referred and which it is not possible to abbreviate [if one is] to give a complete notion of international law and of the science which it explains. 82

Ribeyro defines international law as follows:

From here we conclude that international law is the aggregate of rational rules and of positive institutions which govern the relations of nations among themselves in peace and war and which have for their object the resolving of conflicts. 53

There is much naturalism in the writing of Ribeyro. He makes a point of observing how impossible it would be to conceive of the order in the universe were it not for natural or physical law. This applies also to the "moral world" and to "the coexistence of free beings". 84 It is quite logical, then, for international law to be based very largely on a "supreme and eternal intelligence". 85

"The positive laws (leyes)" he says at another place, "are nothing but the most clear and defined expressions of the ideal law (derecho)...." 86 And elsewhere after remarking that sanction is not the essence of the law, but only a complementary factor, it is noted that

The law is such by conforming with the conception of justice and by the fact of having been dictated
by the authority of God and of being recognized by men....

As to the principle sources of international law, he cites in a more positivist vein the writings of the publicists, the opinions of the jurisconsults, diplomatic correspondence, decisions of the prize courts, decisions of international tribunals, decisions of local courts, customs, and treaties and conventions.

It is clear that Ribeyro's orientation cannot be designated as anything but eclectic. It is apparent also that his ideas of the persons or subjects of international law are traditional.

Manoel Alvaro de Souza Sá Vianna (1860-1923), a Brazilian writer and diplomat, is perhaps best known for his polemic with Alejandro Alvarez, a matter which will be considered in the following chapter. Sá Vianna, however, contributed in 1908 a general work on international law which has enjoyed a considerable amount of success.

International law is based on the natural law, but the two are separate for international law is positive and human law. This conclusion is based on the doctrines of Saint Thomas Aquinas. After recognizing the traditional dualism of natural and positive phases of international law, he adds that this dichotomy "...assents in the system of Grotius, it satisfies perfectly the eclectic school, and it is explained under the principle of sociability."

Regarding sources, Sá Vianna, recognizes the two senses
in which the word may properly be used, as the "origins from which something proceeds" and as "the documents in which the manifestations of this cause are found".

Regarding the former it is to be observed that natural international law with its source in nature influences greatly the positive international law "...because it is founded on the supreme good and supreme justice...." Grotius is cited as proof that the natural law "...is the only science which obligates all actions". Tacit or express consent, however, are the sources of the positive international law. 92

As to the second type of source, he notes that the font of natural international law is history, and that international treaties and usages, the national laws of states, court decisions, the writings of the publicists and jurists, and history itself are the sources of positive international law. 93

Perhaps the most succinct statement of legal philosophy in the entire work is the following:

The reason or basis of this law [i.e., international law] is that the human race, although divided into various peoples and dominions, always has some unity, not only specific, but almost political and moral, determined by the natural precept of mutual love and mercy, which is extended to all men, the same to foreigners and regardless of race. 94

Sá Vianna defines international law as "...the complex of rational principles and of rules admitted and accepted voluntarily by states in their direct and indirect reciprocal relations." 95

Although this remark would seem to indicate that only
states are to be considered as persons for purposes of international law, there is some contrary evidence. Much later he observes that all those persons whose situation is regulated by international law ought to be so considered.96

"We must recognize", he states, "that in effect the international persons are three—the state, man and the Pope."97

Sá Vianna's basic philosophy is best classified as eclecticism. His views as to the persons or subjects of international law are not traditional. It is not clear how far he would go in recognizing individuals as persons of international law, but it is significant that in some degree this recognition is granted.

The two volume work, Tratado de derecho internacional público, of D. Simon Planas Suárez (1879— ) published in 1916 is often quoted by Latin American and other writers of international law. This author is a Venezuelan and has written in the fields of international law and relations, and inter-American affairs.

After observing that international law has been variously defined depending upon the school of the person offering the definition, it is suggested that

...in synthesis it is nothing more than the aggregate of rational and positive principles and rules which govern the relations of the states, whether in time of peace or of war.98

In conformity with the adage, ubi societas, ibi ius, Planas Suárez states that international law is grounded on the existence of a community of nations. The binding
influence of international law, he intimates, has become progressively stronger.99

His division of international law is the usual one of natural and positive segments, the former being called theoretical or philosophical. The philosophical segment is made up of the "...principles which the internationalists find more equitable, in relation to an abstract and ideal conception of justice...."100 The progress of the philosophical law, moreover, is a factor in the progress of positive law.

As to the positive law, the usual conventional and customary phases thereof are seen as grounded in consent and, in Ribeyro's phrase, in "presumed consent".101

After remarking upon the influence of the natural on the positive law, he makes the following observation which is not too clear but which seems to suggest something of the way in which the influence is brought to bear.

These rules [of positive law], nevertheless, conform to the principles of theoretical law and to the scientific doctrines whenever political situations permit, and they always tend to indicate improvements which, by their reasonable value and intrinsic qualities, have the possibility of forming new elements which, by the will of states, will constitute the source of new principles of positive law.102

This would all seem to indicate that the consent of states is a superficial though essential factor, and that an underlying force is to be seen in the rational or natural principles.

This view is confirmed in the following introductory passage of the work:
We have borne in mind the principal international acts, citing or copying them, because, whatever may be the results of the present historic moment, we believe that the fundamental ideas which inspire them will always live as they are based on principles of justice and of right (derecho). 108

It would appear that Planas Suárez' system is so thoroughly interwoven with both naturalistic and positivistic elements that he cannot be considered as anything but an eclectic. His ideas on the persons or subjects of international law are quite orthodox.

A widely quoted Argentine who wrote for the most part during the first quarter of the twentieth century is Eduardo L. Bidau (1862- ). The 1924 edition of his Derecho internacional público has been used in this study. 104

Bidau seems to have been greatly influenced by Amancio Alcorta and he repeats Alcorta's definition that:

International law is the aggregate of rules designed (destinadas) to direct the relations among states and to determine the laws and usages applicable to the relations of private law, born under laws and usages of different states. 106

Bidau adds that "Public international law is, consequently, the aggregate of rules designed to direct the relations among states"; 106 also that "States are the only subjects or persons of international law." 107

It may be significant to note that Bidau footnotes the word "destinadas" (or "destinée" in the French edition of Alcorta 108), translated here as "designed", as follows:

This term indicates that it does not treat of rules which have their origin in the capricious
will of men, but [of those] which emanate from the existent law.109

Bidae employs the usual dichotomy of natural and positive law. The former which he also calls rational law, has to do with the "theoretical laws", while the positive laws are established in such a way as to be binding on states.110

As to the term "fuente" it is correctly observed that it may mean source either in the sense of origin or foundation, or in the sense of evidences (medios), of international law.111

Regarding the foundations the following observation is made:

...the basis of international law is found in principle in the nature common to all men, manifesting itself progressively by the consent of the most civilized peoples.112

As to evidences (medios) of international law, Bidae remarks as follows:

These evidences may be direct or indirect. The first category corresponds to national law (derecho nacional), treaties and usages for the countries which have enacted and applied them, and to the internal laws (leyes internas): [i.e.,] positive legislation. The indirect evidences are treaties and usages for the countries which have not subscribed to them, diplomatic documents, the opinions of the publicists and writers of international law, economists, philosophers, etc., and lastly the Roman law.113

It would be arbitrary to categorize Bidae as either a naturalist or a positivist, for he shows ample evidence of both. He follows closely the lead of Alcorta who has been classified elsewhere as an eclectic,114 and this designation is the appropriate one for Bidae as well. His views on the persons or subjects of international law are traditional.
The modern Peruvian scholar, Alberto Ulloa y Sotomayor (1894- ), who is Professor of Public International Law at the University of Lima, is another of the better known contemporary Latin American publicists. The second edition of his Derecho internacional público published in 1938 has been used in this survey.\textsuperscript{115}

After a résumé of the main theories of international law, Ulloa says that

It is now necessary to give to international law a foundation more in accord with the situation which it occupies and with the character of the social evolution begun in the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{116}

He suggests that the dominant motivating force in our age is economics and that international law cannot expect to be immune from its influence.\textsuperscript{117} Economics does not, however, constitute the whole story. Something else is needed "to ennoble it and facilitate its development". This is the element of morality "...which contains the concept of justice and which is expressed by the multiple manifestations of opinion."\textsuperscript{118}

Thus the situation is one in which economic forces determine the rule of international law, but nevertheless allow of modification by the moral forces of public opinion.\textsuperscript{119}

Ulloa's definition of international law, following his perusal of these theories, emerges in his discussion of the economic aspects of international law:

...international law is effectively the result of an equilibrium between the inclination of the preeminently economic interests of the societies which the state represents, develops and defends,
Ulloa draws a distinction between foundations (fundamentos) and sources (fuentes) of international law. In this matter he is far from clear. At one point he observes that the consent of states is:

...not a cause or origin of international rules but a consequence of factors which the state does not control; it is not a foundation of the law but a consequence of the true foundation; [it is merely a] simple formal expression of determinant imperatives.121

Elsewhere, it is observed that sources (fuentes) signify the modes of formation of law, and that, while some writers place the consent of states in this category, to do so confuses the ideas of source and foundation.122

To confuse the picture further, this writer says that he is in complete agreement with the classification of sources in the Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice (except that he would place the doctrine of the publicists ahead of general principles of justice).123 It will be recalled that this classification embodies:

1. General or special international conventions which establish rules recognized expressly by the litigant states; 2. international custom as proof of a practice generally accepted as a juridical norm; 3. the general principles of law recognized by the civilized nations; 4. jurisprudence and the doctrines of the most qualified publicists, as a means to help establish rules of law.124

Regarding the subjects of international law, Ulloa feels that the traditional view is not appropriate and that in addition to states there are other entities which enjoy
international personality. Among these are the Holy See, possibly the League of Nations, and also man himself who "...can be considered as a direct subject of international law...."125

While it may be assumed that parts of Ulloa's thinking are traditionally positivistic, as to the foundations of international law he tends toward economic determinism modified by public opinion as this expresses the concepts of justice and morality. Ultimately it must be concluded that Ulloa's orientation is similar to that of Duguit, but inclined in the direction of economic determinism. It might be added that in no other writer except Alberdi have economic factors been so highly considered.

Regarding the persons of international law, he adopts the more recent view that the individual as such enjoys international personality.

The orientation of Miguel Cruchaga Tocornal (1869 - ) might suggest that he were more properly considered in the latter section of this chapter which treats of the new international law. His Derecho Internacional, however, is constructed along the lines of a treatise on international law in general and, consequently, will be considered here.

Cruchaga Tocornal, a Chilean diplomat and academician is one of the better known Latin American writers. His treatise was published in 1944 with a second volume appearing in 1948.126

International law and politics are the elements which
regulate international relations, and the great questions which divide peoples (now especially economic matters) cannot lend themselves to incorporation into a body of laws.127

Although of the opinion that international law must be modernized, he observes that such modernization would not constitute a new international law in as much as "The fundamental principles are always essentially the same and rest on the immutable foundations of justice and morality."128

A distinction is drawn between the positive law (ley or derecho positivo) and right (derecho). The former consists of laws made by society to keep order and otherwise to facilitate relationships and which can and should be changed from time to time. Right (derecho), on the other hand, is "...on a superior plane. It is the source of the positive laws."129

The positive laws change but right (derecho) will last as long as the civilization which created it, and it will inspire the various laws which society dictates.130

After a discussion of the various theories of international law, Cruchaga Tocornal concludes that "The diverse schools show that international law recognizes morality and natural law as its basis."131

Thus, states, like individuals, are linked together by rights and duties "...which emanate from their very nature and which each civilization has recognized as principles of natural law...."132 Both internal laws and treaties should be imbued with the idea of natural law.133

As to sources of international law, he indicates customs,
treaties, international court decisions, national laws, such documents as protocols and manifestos (i.e., "books of color"), acts of scientific institutions, state records, and the works of the publicists.\textsuperscript{134} Of these the first two are preeminent.\textsuperscript{135}

Cruchaga observes, in a way which shows the influence of such writers as Duguit, Spiropoulos, and Alvarez, that public opinion is a strong factor in making law obligatory.

International law is a positive law in the strict sense of the word, because it unites the characteristics which are necessary for it to exist: the conviction of the people that there is a body of law which contains obligatory precepts.\textsuperscript{136}

This is amplified by the view—also from Alvarez—that international law is not basically juridical, but rather psychological and political.\textsuperscript{137}

Regarding definitions, Cruchaga Tocornal lists the views of nine writers, himself concluding that "...public international law would be the aggregate of principles and rules which govern the mutual juridical relations of states."\textsuperscript{138}

Among the entities enjoying international personality, are listed states, mandates, belligerent communities, the League of Nations, the Permanent Court of International Justice, the International Labor Organization, and numerous bureaus like the Universal Postal Union.\textsuperscript{139} In addition Cruchaga Tocornal speaks at length about the alleged international personality of the individual observing that a trend toward such recognition exists. He concludes, however, against the view
that the individual enjoys personality in this sense, and offers as proof that the individual cannot hail a state into an international court.140

In speaking of persons of international law, it is suggested that "States are the true members of the 'international community' called Magna Civitas";141 also the general tenor is that states enjoy a distinctly superior position.

In a section of Volume II, written some years later, this slight modification of his earlier view is advanced:

In summary, the individual as a human person, and by his condition as such is the subject of certain faculties which are his own and which, on being invocable under any sovereignty, are extended to the field of international law. But we believe that the state, a natural moral person and therefore titular of rights and obligations, is the subject par excellence of international law.142

It is safe to conclude that Cruchaga Toocornal is an eclectic who is imbued with some aspects of sociological jurisprudence. His view regarding international persons is only slightly removed from the traditional position, but it must be acknowledged that to some slight degree he does recognize the individual as a subject of international law.

One of the best known and most widely quoted of contemporary Latin American writers of international law is Hildebrando Pompeo Pinto Accioly (1888- ), a Brazilian who has taught and written widely in the field of international law, who was a Brazilian delegate to the League of Nations, and who has been with the Brazilian foreign service in many capacities.
His principal treatise on international law was originally published in Portuguese and has been translated into French and Spanish editions. The Spanish edition *Tratado de derecho internacional público* published in 1945 and 1946 has been the basis of the present notice. 143

Accioly defines international law as

...the aggregate of rules or principles designed (destinados) to regulate the international rights and duties not only of states and other analogous organisms endowed with such rights and duties, but also of individuals. 144

While he does not agree with Duguit that individuals are the only persons of international law, and though he emphasizes that states are persons in international law, 145 he is emphatic in his stand that individuals have international personality as well.

After a short discussion of the persons of international law he concludes as follows:

In summary, international public law considers as persons: the state, certain collectivities (e.g., the League of Nations) and man taken individually. Without doubt the state is still the most important, but one cannot deny the inclusion of the rest in the category of international persons, at least from certain points of view. 146

Much more is said in this vein but the above is the crux of the matter. 147

Regarding the basis of international law, Accioly reviews the major theories, the last of which is the "new doctrine of natural law". This, he carefully points out, is not the seventeenth century conception of inalienable rights which allegedly existed prior to the advent of civil society, but rather the result of the observation of facts.
He quotes Le Fur as follows:

"...law is not a simple formula, the expression of the arbitrary will of the state; it has an end, a tenor which is its essence and it is summarized in the notion of the common good, the good of the group, [whether] national or world, which is destined to rule." "In law, adds the same author, two necessary elements must be distinguished; the foundation (fondo) and the form. The principles which constitute the foundation are, moreover, very restricted and are reduced to two basic rules, which are a direct application of the notion of justice. These two rules are: the obligation to maintain contracted promises and the duty to repair damages caused unjustly...."\textsuperscript{148}

A little later on Accioly observes that "...the true basis of international law is the natural law, such as it is now conceived."\textsuperscript{149} The basis of the obligatory character of international law is "the juridical conscience of man".

International law is valid because men have conscience, [and] are convinced of its validity, that is, of the obligatory character of its rules.\textsuperscript{150}

As to the sources of international law, Accioly mentions three: the general principles of law, customs, and treaties and conventions.\textsuperscript{151}

Of these, the first is the true and basic one and serves both as the basis for the rest and as a means of interpreting the positive rules. The latter two are the two great sources of positive international law.\textsuperscript{152}

The principles of law are norms of objective justice on which pure law is based. They are principles of superior order, and exist in the juridical conscience of men. They obtain whether they are recognized as internal law or not, since recognition is merely additional proof of their
What has been said is ample to establish Accioly's status as the most naturalistic of the Latin American eclectics of this century, and as a follower of Le Fur. He occupies a position which reflects the restive tenor of the times and shows the influence also of Krabbe and Duguit whom he often cites. With respect to the subjects of international law, he includes in this category not only the traditional ones but also man as an individual.

The Argentine, Luis A. Podesta Costa (1885- ), is an outstanding contemporary Latin American writer on international law. The second edition of his work, Manual de derecho internacional público, published in 1947, was used in this study.

The two main sources of international law, he says, are custom and treaties which, because they proceed from the organs which manage international relations, are called direct. Among lesser sources are the general principles of law, jurisprudence of either national or international origin (i.e., court decisions), the doctrines of qualified writers and of scientific institutions, and domestic laws when these relate to international law. There is a third category also regarded as a source, though of still less significance. This consists of the non-binding but morally persuasive recommendations, declarations, etc. of such groups as the League of Nations, the Organization of the United Nations, and the Pan American Union.
Regarding methodology, Podesta Costa states that neither the historical nor the deductive method by itself is a satisfactory basis for the understanding of international law. The former tends to legalize abuses of force and confuses law and fact; while the latter leads to inflexible and rigid rules which are not scientifically established. The historical method and the "deductive-inductive method", therefore, should be combined into what Podesta Costa calls the eclectic method such as will lead to a "...reasoned analysis and permit a balanced and just solution to be found". 158

After a brief résumé of a few systems of international law such as those of Grotius, Jellinek, and Kelsen, he observes that the new idea of natural law (i.e., the view held by Le Fur and others) is nearer to reality. "This theory", he says, does not now sustain the existence of a natural law of man, anterior to life in society and of an immutable and inalienable character; it establishes that the principles of international law are reduced to two fundamental norms, which are a direct application of the notion of justice: the obligation of fulfilling contracted promises and the duty of repairing damages caused unjustly. From this it results that the principle pacta sunt servanda constitutes one of the bases of the newest conception of natural law; but, above this principle, reigns the idea of justice, which is asssented to in the juridical conscience of men, and this notion is that which gives obligatory character to its norms. 159

By way of definition, he says that

International public law is constituted as (por) the aggregate of norms which govern the relations of the states among themselves and also of these (i.e., states) with certain entities which, although not states, possess international personality. 160
The entities which enjoy international personality are states, the Holy See, some British dominions, a number of semi-states like Byelorussia and the Ukraine, and certain aggregates of states such as the League of Nations and the Organization of the United Nations. These enjoy legal personality on the international level by virtue of the fact that states have allowed them to obtain that status.\textsuperscript{161} The individual, however, has no international personality.\textsuperscript{162}

It must be concluded that while Podesta Costa shows some preference for positive sources of international law, his predilections regarding fundamental sources are in the direction of a modern form of natural law. All in all it is apparent that this author is of an eclectic disposition. As to the persons or subjects of international law, he is essentially traditional.

Part II

The New International Law

The concept of the new international law represents, as has often been said before,\textsuperscript{163} an attempt to break down the vicious character of the present international order. The partisans in this movement have been largely of a monist persuasion, and have not been averse, on the whole, to the espousal of relatively drastic innovations.

The Latin American counterpart of this world wide movement is no less remarkable or virile than are its segments in other parts of the world. While there seems to be little organic relationship among the ideas of the various writers
who are noticed in the present work, two show the influence of Duguit, one of these same writers shows also the imprint of Le Fur, a third evidences the mark of Kelsen, and two others, of less theoretical bent, follow a unique thesis which might be labeled the Brazilian conception of the new international law.

It may be safely asserted that all of the writers reviewed here show remarkable originality and have made significant contributions to the theory of international law.

Of all the Latin American publicists past or present the most prolific writer by far is the Chilean, Alejandro O. Alvarez (1868-- ). His literary productions have spanned the past half century, and he has been active in numerous international associations and has been a delegate to many international conferences.

Alvarez is probably best known for his thesis that there exists a characteristically American international law, a matter which will be surveyed in the following chapter. There are certain aspects of his writings, however, which relate to the philosophy of international law in general, and it is with these matters that this section is concerned.¹⁶⁴

Alvarez observes that legal philosophy has gone through several periods. These are the "...metaphysical in antiquity; theological in the middle age; rationalistic in its form of natural law in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries."¹⁶⁵ As to the nineteenth century, legal philosophy varied with
the method of study employed, i.e., the historical, sociological, materialistic, and idealistic approaches each entailed its own methodology.166

The French revolution inaugurated a social and legal régime stressing individualism, which became, and for a time remained, the central theme and the basic ethos of social phenomena. Since the middle of the nineteenth century, however, Alvarez, like many others, would stress that a breakdown in individualism has been under way and that in its place a form of cooperation has been taking root. This mutuality is the theme of the present epoch.167

Since the social ethos has changed, the basis of law must also change: the central theme of international law must become that of interdependence rather than of the earlier individualistic conception of state sovereignty.168

In order to restore the respect which international law has lost as a result of its unrealistic orientation toward individualism, Alvarez suggests that it must be studied in a new fashion. This study "...must be synthetic and must examine the life of peoples, in their full extent and in all their profundity."169 This means that the important influences on international life must be emphasized and that these influences must be understood in terms of the epochs in which they occurred. With the term "profundity" Alvarez means to urge the consideration of all material (i.e., pertaining to the social milieu) and immaterial (i.e., psychological) factors, rather than merely the narrowly legalistic
aspects which have been regarded heretofore.\textsuperscript{170}

This entails the creation of two "new" sciences which are termed studies of International Life and of the Psychology of Peoples in International Matters.\textsuperscript{171} These involve, respectively, studies of international law as it was and is affected by all international phenomena,\textsuperscript{172} and of psychological attitudes including such elements as confidence, cooperation, hatred, desires for revenge, \textit{i.e.}, in general, notions of sociability and antisociability.\textsuperscript{173}

This all leads directly to a central element in Alvarez' thought, namely, his conception of international law (as well as of national public law) as being not a strictly juridical science, but rather, a social science—a psychological and political discipline.\textsuperscript{174} International law is an "essentially political social and psychological" law rather than a strictly juridical force like national private law. Furthermore, it has neither legislator nor sanction; nevertheless, it is binding and therefore it is considered by Alvarez to be positive law.\textsuperscript{175}

In this vein Alvarez carefully observes that his colleague, Louis Le Fur, was not sufficiently precise, when, in outlining the former's views, Le Fur attributed to Alvarez the thought that international law "took into consideration" politics and psychology.\textsuperscript{176} Says Alvarez:

\begin{quote}
This not exactly my opinion. What I maintain is that international law not only takes into account politics and the psychology of peoples but that it has essentially these qualities (\textit{characteres}). Furthermore, and completing my ideas in this respect,
I will say that said elements, united to the exigencies of social life, form or constitute this law; from these it is born spontaneously and directly.177

By way of further explanation of his view of the relation of these elements to international law, he draws a contrast with national law:

National law, especially social legislation, is inspired by or takes into account these factors, but they do not by themselves form this legislation.

In international law the said elements incorporate themselves into it, they are what constitute it; one does not treat them of a legislator who takes them into account. The best proof of my affirmation is that, if these factors are modified, by that circumstance alone the law appears antiquated in this connection (su conjunto) or in the matter expressly affected by the change, and it is not respected.178

While it is true that principles of private law have been taken over by international law and are adhered to, nevertheless, in these instances "...the principles correspond to the exigencies of life and thus take on a psychological and social quality."179

The political aspect is presumably clear enough to be dropped at this point. Of the psychological element, however, it might be observed that ideas of interdependence, fundamental rights, vital interests, and the like, are psychological or mental or intellectual concepts that depend largely upon the attitudes which prevail regarding them.180

In 1934 Alvarez had expressed the intimately related view that the public conscience is the source from which the great principles of international law are for the most part derived.181 This, however, may not be an exact account of his
later view; for in another work it is suggested that the sources of international law are customs, conventions, and the juridical conscience together with principles drawn from national law and court decisions, and the spontaneous development of precepts. According to this same work, the sanction which international law now enjoys is that of public opinion. All in all, it is apparent that these writings, as a whole, are geared to the identical conception, namely, that of the psychological nature of international law.

As a result of this politico-psychological character of international law, and of the relation of social interdependence in general to this conception, a number of innovations have come into being, in Alvarez' view, two of which must be mentioned here.

The first, having to do with the relationship between international law and national law, sees national sovereignty as a concept which is becoming progressively more limited. Though it has not and will not entirely disappear, its claim to absoluteness is now restrained.

The second of these innovations is concerned with the matter of what entities enjoy international personality. Since the middle of the nineteenth century when states and the Papacy were the only subjects of international law, the scope of international personality has widened to include continents, groups of states, peoples, minorities, international associations, and the individual himself. In all these cases this personality, though often to be qualified, is seen in some measure to exist.
Alvarez' name has often been connected with proposals of codification of international law, but his more recent remarks on the matter have suggested that the unsettled conditions of the world (1944) would seem to indicate the desirability of a temporary suspension of this work. It is further observed that when codification is utilized it should apply only to the law of such matters as involve important difficulties, and even then it should be neither detailed nor exhaustive lest it fail to allow the exigencies of international life to work matters out in conformity with reality.

Although Alvarez is often repetitious, frequently ambiguous and not sufficiently explanatory, yet it is clear that he is within the tradition of the new international law and that he has made a distinct contribution to the law of nations. He sees international law, as do the sociological jurists, in terms of social phenomena, and like Spiropoulos, he stresses the psychological aspects involved in the notion of juridical consciousness. Alvarez is unique in that he conceives of international politics and psychology as of the essence of international law rather than as factors which this takes into consideration. The state is seen as being limited by and subordinate to international law. Moreover, the individual is included as a subject of the law of nations.

One of the most interesting of the Latin American works advocating the new international law is that of the Colombian, Edgardo Manotas Wilches. This work, first appearing in
Spanish in 1946, was translated into French and published in 1948 with a somewhat critical preface by Georges Scelle.\textsuperscript{188}

The Introduction and the First Part of the book deal with the subject of monism vs. dualism, and with the history of the theory of international law. In these sections the author shows a preference for monism,\textsuperscript{189} and for a merging of the idea of social solidarity with the new concept of natural law.\textsuperscript{190}

What Manotas Wilches attempts to do in the body of his work is to reconcile natural law and social solidarity. He feels that there is little real difference between the ideas of Duguit and Scelle on the one hand, and those of the naturalists on the other, as both of these views are founded on the Aristotelian conception of the social man.\textsuperscript{191}

An attempt is made to establish the social nature of man on a completely scientific and irrefutable basis. This is done by reference to the studies of the psychologist, Alfred Adler, who "...lays down as the basis of his system this\underline{absolute verity} that social life is the normal and natural form of our existence."\textsuperscript{192}

Man is so helpless, as an isolated individual, that close community relationship is an absolute necessity,\textsuperscript{193} and, "In a word the school of Adler shows experimentally that the laws of solidarity and of social cooperation are inherent in human nature".\textsuperscript{194} Social solidarity supplies the basis for determining justice and injustice. "All that which is harmonized with human solidarity is just, all that which
contradicts it is unjust." Perhaps Manotas Wilches' meaning and orientation is best clarified in the following remark:

Humanity in the different epochs of its development has shown the absolute truth which is social solidarity. From the sociological point of view, religions are nothing but the great movements of human solidarity, of which the highest expression is found in Christianity. The God of the Christians and his only son, Jesus, brother of men, unifies us under the sign of a paternal community. The commandment to love your neighbor is nothing but the religious translation of the sentiment of social solidarity.

The third part of the book is devoted to the primacy of international law in the monist system, and the position of the individual under international law.

It is felt that sovereignty is not a quality which the state enjoys in its own right, but rather "...a competency conferred by the law of nations." Sovereignty and independence are synonymous. "A state is sovereign because it is independent of all the others, but all have submitted to the sovereignty of international law."

Manotas Wilches observes that like Kelsen, he too subscribes to a hierarchy of norms, but while Kelsen's view rests on the basis of a "dialectical superposition", his own system employs a hierarchy founded on collective life. It begins with the individual and "...is successively spread up to its summit on the waves of social solidarity." Consequently, once the mask of national sovereignty has been shattered, two facts pertaining to international personality are apparent, namely that "...individuals are the natural
subjects of international law", and that states are also sub-
jects of the law of nations. 200

Although natural law and the religious aspects of this
conception already have been mentioned, it should be par-
ticularly emphasized that solidarity is viewed as a basically
natural phenomenon. "I ought to add...", he says,

that this necessity [i.e., the necessity of guaran-
teeing inter-social cooperation] is merged, it is
identified, with the belief in the natural law of
nations conceived as the conjunction of these ab-
solute objective values: justice and equity. 201

In summary it can be noted that Manotas Wilches' system
of a new international law tries to ground social solidarity
on a scientific basis and thus to merge it with natural law.
He recognizes the individual and the state as persons under
international law and sees national sovereignty as limited
by the law of nations.

There is considerable indication that the Vienna School
of International Law has been an important factor in certain
phases of Latin American legal philosophy, 202 but evidence
of its impression on writers primarily interested in inter-
national law has not yet become too apparent.

An interesting exception, however, is the little work of
the Brazilian, Pedro Baptista Martins, which was first
published in 1933 and again, with no alteration, in 1942. 203

The greater part of this work is devoted to sketches of
the various theories of international law together with
reasons for their inacceptability. In the later part of his
study, however, Martina builds an interesting case for
Kelsen's view.

The hierarchy of norms characteristic of the Pure Theory of Law has often encountered difficulty in explaining to the satisfaction of skeptics the apparent inconsistency between the view that international law is superior to national law and the dualist-incorporationist thesis which nearly always seems to express actual international practice. This dilemma Martins resolves by pointing out that the League of Nations, as a going concern, symbolizes the sphere of the higher norms which delimit the area of state action.204

The economic and even military sanctions of the League are pointed to as the means by which enforcement can be exacted.205 The fact that these measures may not always be successful is disposed of with the remark that:

Those who understand that the existence of war implies the juridical negation of internationalism are restrained, by a duty of coherence, to maintain that the existence of crime is the negation of penal law.206

*Pacta sunt servanda*, derived from custom, is considered to be the basis of all law; at the same time the sociological, economic and ethical factors are elements which, though in themselves outside the scope of law, are expressed through custom, and which, in the last analysis through their recognition in the juridical conscience, validate customs, hence *pacta sunt servanda*, and ultimately all law.207

Paraphrasing Kelsen himself, it can be affirmed that it is not properly in juridical custom, but in its mental representation, that the normative authority resides, the generative force of law.208

In summary, it may be noted that while there seems to
be no interest shown here in the international personality of the individual, Martins expresses an interesting practical application of the Pure Theory of Law to recent—and, in fact, contemporary—world society.

Very few Latin American works on international law have been translated into English, but one of the rare exceptions is the little book by Jorge Americano (1891— ) entitled The New Foundation of International Law. Americano is a Brazilian scholar who has written considerably regarding legal matters as well as about the University of São Paulo where he is Professor of Law and, where for a time, he served as president.

"Law", he says, "is a system of guarantees based on principles of justice", yet international law at present is not justly ordered, and what must be done is to reform the foundations in such a way that it will be based on justice.

In renovating the system of international law, Americano wants to employ the Four Freedoms (freedom from fear and want and of speech and worship) as a bill of rights under international law. He states that the Four Freedoms became international law by virtue of the Atlantic Charter and, in fact, that the chief object of the law of nations is to guarantee these freedoms.

Among the many ideas designed to implement these Four Freedoms which are suggested in this work are the following two of considerable interest. Persons under international law will necessarily include the superstate, natural persons,
nations, groups or leagues of nations, and international autarchies (e.g., UNNRA);213 and, secondly, the state must be limited by the international order.214 This last includes the stipulation that there shall be required of each state an effective bill of rights for the protection of international persons, the submission to the decisions of the International Court of Justice and to the laws of the international legislature, the "non-identification of state and party", the "proportional representation of minorities", the derivation of its legislative and executive powers from the ballot, and the "duty to cooperate with the superstate".215

The organization of this rather remarkable system calls for a fairly strong executive branch to exercise police power, to administer the activities of the superstate, and to assure the enforcement of assembly and court decisions;216 a judicial system which would consist of a supreme court and apparently would be much like the present International Court of Justice except that it would have compulsory jurisdiction;217 and a legislative branch consisting of one chamber in which states and literate voting populations would be represented. In addition, "The international autarchies should constitute consultative bodies of the International Assembly."218

Voting procedure in the international legislature would consist of two ballottings, the first of which would register only the votes of the nation states on the basis of one vote for each. On the second ballot the various national groups which had been represented in the national elections of each country could register a number of votes equal to their as-
assumed proportion of the literate population. This would be computed in the following fashion:

...In a republic with a literate population of twenty million, four million voted and elected a president by a majority of two million. This means that three-fourths of the electorate, corresponding to three-fourths of the population, has not only elected the government to rule the nation but given it an international mandate to represent fifteen million of the citizens. The other five million will have representatives elected by the respective parties, proportionate in number to the votes they polled.

By this system the people of a nation may have one, two or more representatives, the total of whose votes correspond to the total literate population, fractions being ignored.

If the results of both ballots were the same the resolution or other act would pass, but if no such agreement obtained "redemocratization" would be in order. Although this "redemocratization" process is not described, Americano indicates that the international body would have the right to institute new elections if it were of the opinion that minorities were not properly represented, and it may be assumed that that is what he has in mind regarding "redemocratization".

In order to carry out the entire system envisioned by Americano, it would be necessary to set up an educational program of a sort which would support the plan. "What will be the use", he says,

of organizing an international community to secure minimum rights for free men if education is allowed to take the lines of a philosophy to breed hatred among nations and destroy those rights?

The educational system which he outlines would call for such elements as a manual arts program to accomplish vocational
training and to foster hobbies in order to give each person a means to work off excess energy;\textsuperscript{223} and a concerted effort to gear the teaching of the social sciences to the defense, glorification, and maintenance of peace.\textsuperscript{224} In summary of the educational functions, he mentions three purposes.

1. "As a means of fighting repressions that lead to war". This includes hobbies, crafts, art, music, sports, etc.

2. "As a means of fortifying men in democratic convictions". This includes emphasis on the nature of democracy, the need for equality, etc., and 3. "As a means of giving confidence in regard to international action". This includes teaching the idea that the international community is organized so as to secure the desired values and that it can be effective only when it has the backing of all people and of all countries.\textsuperscript{225}

The general idea of this proposal is succinctly put in this short passage taken from the Foreward to the American edition:

But as a matter of fact the ground has been prepared, and the decision rests with a few hundred persons all over the world—the professors of international law.

If—instead of basing their instruction on an over-emphasized sovereignty, on the old concepts of war as a relation to be stated under "rules of war," on neutrality toward belligerents as a duty for all nations—they would teach that morals should be the same under both domestic and international law, that war is a crime, that there should be a world organization with powers of control and coercion, based on democratic principles, and capable of applying a Bill of Rights to men all over the world, then the few hundred professors of international law could do the greatest work ever done. Every year some thousands of students would assimilate those ideas, and within a few years a strong international consciousness would be formed.
These students would become politicians, journalists, diplomats, economists, professors, educators, and the face of the world would be changed.226

The approach represents an admission of the basic character of public opinion in any legal system. Americano's plan would attempt to achieve peace by means of a democratic superstate in which the individual is recognized as having international personality. The objectives of the plan are to be supported—and presumably instituted—by appropriate education.

While this system has a certain logic, nevertheless, in the present writer's opinion, it contains an element of naiveté. The passage quoted above, having to do with the ability of the professors of international law to change the world,227 assumes the questionable point that students fairly hang on their instructors' words; also the system of assuring minority representation,228 while embodying a desirable ideal, is set forth with apparently no thought for political considerations such, for example, as have emasculated a portion of the second section of the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

In the last analysis, however, it must be said that Americano comes to grips with some of the most perplexing problems of contemporary world society, and, the fact that he outlines a very original and to a degree plausible plan for the implementation of basic rights regarded as new developments of actual international law constitutes a contribution not without interest.
Another Brazilian scholar who expresses views quite similar to those of his compatriot, Jorge Americano, is Ilmar Penna Marinho (1913- ), a relatively young foreign service officer and writer on legal subjects.

Although of the opinion that states must be equally respected and although opposed to the unanimity principle, Marinho's conception of equality has nothing of the ring of national sovereignty about it.

Virtually the central theme in this work is an advocacy of the notion of interdependence.

In a word: the new juridical order is to be based fundamentally on the policy of absolute interdependence and strict international collaboration.

Marinho goes much further than merely to advise collaboration, however, for he suggests that there are certain rules and principles which the states must submit to and must incorporate into their own constitutional systems. His point of view resembles closely that of Americano, this being especially true of such notions as those of submission to the International Court of Justice, acceptance of a necessary limitation on sovereignty, assurance that the Four Freedoms of the Atlantic Charter will be respected, cooperation to enforce peace, and the establishment of democratic bases for government.

To these ends Marinho advocates strong collective security with a form of international police, and he supports the Baruch plan of atomic control. The idea of neutrality is completely repudiated, and, with reference
to the problem of legislative representation in the international organization, Americano's proportional arrangement is approved. 236

As in most of the systems of what is envisaged as the new international law, the plan outlined here calls for recognition of the individual as a person under international law.

Examining the problem with the required attention, we arrive at the conclusion that, although many authors deny it, there exist, in fact, besides states, other international persons, among which the individual is numbered. 237

The thought here is closely related to Marinho's view of the Atlantic Charter which, along with the Declaration of the United Nations, proclaim the Four Freedoms as essential principles of the new international law. This has the effect of elevating the individual to the position of the "primordial subject of international law". 238

Marinho recognizes, as does Americano, the necessity for a general sentiment which will approve and support the new conception of international law. Note is made of Krabbe's emphasis on the spiritual force upon which the whole vitality of law is based. 239 The place which education must play in the new system is emphasized. Education, it is urged, should be employed to teach a sentiment for democracy, justice, and peace:

It will be an efficacious instrument in the maintenance of peace and security in the world and... it will be inserted among those elements capable of turning international law into that which, until now, it has not succeeded in being—the supreme law of Humanity. 240
This work, as has been said, follows the earlier one of Americano.\textsuperscript{241} It emphasizes interdependence, limitation of sovereignty, the international personality of the individual, the importance of the Atlantic Charter, and the place of education in achieving all of these objectives.

There are, of course, other Latin American writers whose works are within the general tradition of the new international law. A few of these have been surveyed, yet no attempt will be made here to detail the general content of these. It is significant, however, that of the reformist writers, most are of the opinion that the individual should be considered as a subject of international law.\textsuperscript{242} Also, the much emphasized ideas of social solidarity or interdependence,\textsuperscript{243} and of the limitation of national sovereignty,\textsuperscript{244} are among the points strongly supported by these writers. It is of much significance that this support has been, in fact, widespread.

Conclusions

On the basis of the evidence presented in Chapter III, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The eclecticism which encompassed the entire nineteenth century as far as the Latin American publicists were concerned was little or no less in evidence in the twentieth century. Virtually all of the writers reviewed displayed at least some elements of it.

2. Traditional positivism, though criticized, has remained a strong element throughout the first half of the
twentieth century. This is reflected not only in the ten works labeled as such, but also in the fact that naturalism appeared only in an eclectic form in the representative works reviewed in Part I.

3. Naturalism, as was suggested above, appeared only in an eclectic form, although in a few cases the relative emphasis on natural law was fairly high. While all of the works were eclectic to a degree, only eight of the eighteen reviewed in Part I were thought to contain a sufficient amount of the naturalistic element to merit the designation of eclectic in the classificational sense in which it has been employed here.

4. Of the eighteen writers reviewed in Part I, seven showed at least some recognition of the individual as an international person. Five of these were clearly in favor of including the individual man in this category, but two, though seeming to lean in this direction, were obscure. During the nineteenth century, it will be recalled, none of the systematic publicists entertained such a view. Among the twentieth century "seekers" nearly all those reviewed felt, as did their nineteenth century predecessor, Alberdi, that the individual should enjoy international personality. The only exception was Pedro Baptista Martins, a follower of Kelsen, who was not concerned with this matter.

5. The so-called "new international law" has found many supporters in Latin America. Virtually all of the important schools have been represented, often with interesting
variations, together with local views of some significance. It would appear that both among the general treatise writers and among the "seekers", the influence of Duguit has been one of the most notable developments of the twentieth century.

6. While some of the writers of the new international law have grounded their systems on public opinion and solidarity in a positivist-humanist sense, others have employed the conception of solidarity in a naturalistic sense, and one writer was a follower of Kelsen. In all cases the end conclusions have been much the same: (a) the limitation of national sovereignty, (b) recognition of the individual as enjoying international personality (with one exception), and (c) a pronounced emphasis on public opinion or juridical consciousness as either the source or the validator of international law.
CHAPTER IV

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL LAW

Introduction

A phase of Latin American thought regarding international law which is often mentioned but rarely understood, it seems, is the so-called "American international law".

Although contemporary authors of the highest repute have spoken condescendingly of it,¹ there is reason to investigate carefully the ideas concerned, regardless of whether any such analysis may confirm or deny the existence of a characteristically American international law. The ideas involved in the alleged school, it is submitted, are some of the fundamental roots of the Pan American system and as such are of the greatest importance to contemporary America.²

By far the greatest bulk of the literature on this subject has been the contribution of Alejandro C. Alvarez, who, indeed, has been spoken of as a modern Grotius by José María Velasco Ibarra, an Argentine of some renown.³ The sentiments of which Alvarez constantly speaks, however, had existed in Latin America for some time before the Chilean's appearance on the scene; therefore, a number of earlier contributors and their works should be indicated, if for no other reason than to supply the background out of which Alvarez' notions have developed.

The pattern which will be adhered to in this presentation will be as follows: 1. a short historical sketch of
some of the more important aspects of this matter; 2. a survey of the ideas of Alvarez; 3. a survey of the opposite opinions of Sá Vianna and Antokoletz, together with an outline of the views of several of the more prominent contemporary Latin American scholars, who, in an attempt to determine what the current feeling is toward the doctrine, have voiced opinions on the matter; and 4. a summary statement.

A. An Historical Survey

The idea of a characteristically American international law is of somewhat obscure origin. It is possible that it is in part a by-product of the circumstances surrounding the independence movement in Latin America which induced a desire for a greater break with Europe than eventually transpired.

The Congress of Panama called by Bolivar to meet in 1826, it will be remembered, was directed toward the end of developing a political organization for the benefit of the Americas. Although the pact of "Union, League and Perpetual Confederation" put forth at the 1826 Congress was never ratified (save by Colombia), the movement itself ultimately resulted in the present Organization of American States, and in the general hemispheric cooperation, which includes much of the sentiment embodied in the whole concept of an American international law.

Certain Latin American foreign offices from time to time have used the expression, American international law. There was, for example, the attempt of Mexico in 1834 to
call a new American congress, one of the purposes of which, it was said, would be to establish foundations of law for governing the mutual relations of the new nations. Similar attempts were made by the same country in 1838 and in 1840, also to no avail. In 1862 a request of virtually the same sort emanated from the Peruvian foreign office, which efforts, moreover, culminated in 1866 in a treaty among Bolivia, Chile, Ecuador, and Peru purporting to set forth international law principles; this agreement was signed, but never ratified.

At several of the Pan American Conferences attempts were made to promote certain developments of American international law, to which, usually, active opposition arose, as will appear presently.

In addition to these official conferences, certain important contributions were made by writers on the subject. According to Díaz Cisneros (1889- ), the real founder of American international law is Alberdi, and not Alvarez, for Díaz Cisneros considers that Alberdi explained this phenomenon in 1844 in a paper presented at the University of Chile for the degree of Licenciado. On the other hand, while in the posthumous works of Alberdi the opinion is expressed that international law in America may be regarded as an American international law in the same sense that domestic law can be English, Roman, or French, he also suggests that in actual application the congresses which had been held resulted in no treaties or laws "...which can be called American by [reason of] the extent of their authority."
In other words, here he seems to feel that American international law is a theoretical possibility which has not materialized.

Furthermore, it has developed that in writings appearing between 1875 and 1891, the Argentine, Vincente G. Quesada (1830-1913), spoke of American international law with reference to such principles as *uti possidetis*. It is of interest to note that Alvarez apparently did not know of this fact until 1924, and, in fact, that he once remarked that of the publicists only Alcorta had caught any of the flavor and importance of American international law, but that even he had not understood it at all well.

In 1883 a famous polemic took place between Amancio Alcorta and Carlos Calvo in which the former, writing in the *Nueva revista de Buenos Aires*, criticized the latter's work, *Le droit international théorique et pratique*, on the grounds that it did not recognize the existence of an American international law. Calvo, in the same journal answered to the effect that he was utterly unable to define this supposed law, that the principles which it allegedly contained were virtually non-existent, and that international law in principle was not subject to distinctions of this sort. Alvarez does not seem to have been aware of this discussion either, which, it may be added, was probably the first major debate on this whole problem.

In a later study, previously reviewed, Alcorta takes the only slightly modified position that although he does
not pretend that there is in a theoretical sense a characteristic American international law, he does affirm, nevertheless, that in a pragmatic way this law exists. 19

Rodríguez Saráchaga, a close follower of Alcorta, 20 took essentially the same position when he observed in 1895 that "... If there is not an essentially American international law, there is nevertheless a series of principles applicable only in America." 21

The Venezuelan writer, Rafael Fernando Setjas, assumed a somewhat similar position when he wrote in 1894:

The origin of the public and private law of the Hispanic-American republics ought to be looked for in the source of the international differences with foreign powers which have produced inequality in the treatment of the nations of the...hemispheres, obliging us to establish a special [law] which answers to the satisfaction of our aspirations, and to the necessities of our general interests. 22

The question of the existence of an American international law was brought up by Alejandro Alvarez at the Third Latin American Scientific Congress meeting at Rio de Janeiro in 1905. A resolution to recognize the existence of this particular law passed the committee but not the congress itself. 23

At the First Pan American Scientific Congress which met in 1903 the question was again brought up and much discussion resulted over the issue of whether a characteristic American international law could be said to exist, or whether it was only that principles of American origin existed as such. 24 This was the second major controversy that arose on this subject. 25
Alvarez was persuaded to modify his resolution with result that the final endorsement by the Congress read as follows:

The First Scientific Pan-American Congress recognizes that the difference in the development of the new world compared with that of the old has had the following repercussion on international relations: that in this continent there are problems sui generis and also some problems of a clearly American character; [and] that the states of this hemisphere have regulated, by more or less generalized agreements, matters which are of interest only to them or which, being of universal interest, have not yet become susceptible to world wide agreement, by this means incorporating into international law some principles of American origin.

This aggregate of matters constitutes what can be called American problems and situations in international law.

The Scientific Congress recommends to all the states of this continent that in their faculties of jurisprudence and of social sciences, the study of these matters be taken into consideration.26

Following this conference, Alvarez published in 1910 his famous work, Le droit international américain, in which he attempted to show the nature of American international law. In 1912 Sá Viana published his well known study, De la non-existence d'un droit international américain,27 in which is assumed the negative view of the matter. These are the leading works on the problem and will be considered later in more detail.

The third and apparently most recent major round of this issue came up in 1923 at the Fifth Pan-American Conference at Santiago, Chile.28 Alvarez held to his original view of the scope of American international law. In this he was opposed by Daniel Antokolotz who felt, as had Sá
Vianna in 1902, Alvarez' thesis to be untenable. 29

The quantity of literature from before 1910 almost up to the present has been largely one-sided. Alvarez alone has published a very great deal on this and related topics, while the chief arguments to the contrary consist of those (already mentioned) presented in 1912 by Sá Vianna together with a short section in Antokoletz' treatise on public international law. 30

As has already been noted, the next section of this chapter will survey Alvarez' thesis; this will be followed in turn by the opposite views of Sá Vianna and Antokoletz to which will be added a survey of the views of leading contemporary Latin American writers, together with a short summary of the whole issue.

B. The Thesis of Alejandro Alvarez

The view of Alejandro Alvarez that a characteristically American international law may be distinguished is, in reality, only a particularistic variation of his theme of solidarity outlined earlier in this work. 31

Alvarez is of the opinion that due to social, psychological, and geographical circumstances, the Americas have consistently entertained a peculiarly intense sentiment of solidarity. 32 This feeling, which he alternately terms sentimentality, mentality, spirit, and psychology, expresses a particular juridical conscience as result of which there have appeared certain features of the governments of the American states that seem to him significantly similar. These
may be characterized, he says, as constitutional, republican, democratic, liberal and equalitarian, while seem as being of peaceful intent, as desirous of achieving justice, and by nature idealistic. 33

This outlook, in Alvarez' view, was expressed most cogently by President Monroe in the famed Monroe Doctrine which insisted that European states refrain from intervention in America, and that America no longer be regarded as open to European colonization. He is emphatic that this document expressed American sentiments as a whole, and that it did not represent the mere view of the United States. 34 Jesus María Yepes, a follower of Alvarez, goes so far as to say that in taking this position Monroe was strongly influenced by the Colombian envoy to the United States. 35

Alvarez does not, of course, visualize American international law as being antagonistic to international law in general. Rather it is a supplementary element designed to express matters common to America alone. 36 His doctrine is summarized as follows:

By American international law one ought to understand the aggregate of institutions, principles, rules, doctrines, conventions, customs and practices which are characteristic of the American republics in the domain of international relations.

The existence of this law is due to the geographic economic and political conditions of the American continent, to the way in which the new republics were formed and entered into the international community, as well as to the solidarity which exists among them.

American international law understood in this way does not tend in any way to create a system of international law which has for an
object the separation of the republics of this hemisphere from the concert of the other nations of the world. 37

One of the alleged virtues of the American international law is, in the opinion of Alvarez, the fusion of the Roman and Anglo-American schools into a Pan American view which, in turn, due to the "liberality of its doctrines", might be expected greatly to influence the future development of international law in general. 38 This position does not imply ultimate universality. On the contrary, one of the cardinal points of Alvarez' view of continentalism is that it is quite consistent with general international law that there should be continental variations. 39

Universalism, he consistently maintains, is not necessarily a virtue. Well defined principles such as are generally accepted are useful and appropriate, but they should be flexible enough to allow groups of states to develop their intra-group relations in accordance with their particular needs. 40

"There is no attempt", he observes,

to establish two international law orders antagonistic to one another, but only to correct in actual practice the old dogma of absolutism and universality of all rules which make up international law, and to supplement its provisions by a recognition and study of the special problems and conditions which up to this time have been ignored or at best little considered. It is not expected that America shall enjoy special rules as a privilege, but merely that the science of international law shall take into due account and give a just measure of appreciation to the needs of our civilization and to the actualities of our national life. 41

The question is now how to determine with some degree of exactness just what characteristic rules are thought to
belong to the American sphere. In this respect Alvarez' works seem disappointing, for at best only a handful of such principles seem to emerge with any degree of concreteness.

In very general terms he mentions some five principal characteristics of American international law. These are: 1. a sentiment of continental solidarity; 2. an American juridical conscience; 3. an American moral conscience; 4. pacifism, idealism, and optimism; and 5. "Respect for law and international morality, condemning all violation of their precepts".42

These principles are not highly concrete or tangible, but they must be recognized as basic to his general idea, and as affording insight to the basis and nature of the general conception.

Regarding cases, there is not much to be said. Alvarez does mention some concrete examples of rules which, he feels, are essentially American, but many of these can be considered to be obsolete in the sense that there is no longer call for their application; others would seem to have become general in their application regardless of their alleged, and sometimes doubtful, American origin.

Among the rules mentioned are the following: 1. the principle of *uti possidetis* which means, as here applied, that, in 1810 and thereafter when the Latin American states were becoming independent, they established their previous colonial boundaries as national borders;43 2. recognition of relatively free and unimpeded fluvial navigation;44 3. recognition of the legal status of rebels;45 4. recognition of political
asylum; 46 5. acceptance of the principle of *ius soli* as against the generally applied continental principle of *ius sanguinis*; 47 6. the rule, really a corollary of the first principle here listed, that there is no *res nullius* in America; 48 7. the equality of states; 49 8. the Drago Doctrine; 50 and less specifically, 9. the acceptance of codification of international law, 51 and 10. the establishment of arrangements for the defense of this hemisphere. 52 This is in no sense a complete list, but it points up, to some extent, what Alvarez has in mind. A list of American problems, which presumably give rise to uniquely American situations and rules, appears in one of his works, 53 but it would not seem to clarify the picture further.

All in all, Alvarez is really less concerned with specific rules than with general phenomena such as the sentiment of solidarity of the American states which allegedly induces significantly greater cooperation among these *inter se* than among states chosen at random.

C. Opposition to the Alvarez Thesis, and General Latin American Opinion

1. The Views of Sá Vianna and Antokoletz.

Sá Vianna is probably much better known in the United States by virtue of his work denying the existence of an American international law than for his general treatise on international law which has already been noted. 54 The former work was quite obviously prompted by the debate of 1908.

Sá Vianna makes special point of showing that such matters
as obligatory arbitration are not exclusively restricted to the new world and not begun there. Moreover, the North Americans and the Latin Americans are observed to be of different temperaments, and the former are inclined to feel themselves superior to the latter in regard to matters of government.

Sá Vianna recognizes that ideas such as have originated in America have been incorporated into universal international law, but this he views as merely further evidence against the regional concept and in support of the doctrine of universality.

Writing in a philosophical vein he quotes several writers, including Antokoletz, to the effect that the coexistence of American international law and of universal international law is not to be recognized. He implies that only the latter has validity, indicating approval, for example, of the view of the Haitian delegate, Leger, to the effect that if the rules of international law express what is just and true, there can be no variation between the hemispheres "...because that which is truth in Europe cannot be error in America, and reciprocally."

In view of Sá Vianna’s orientation as observed in an earlier place, this seems to sum up his objections to the whole idea. While he concedes that the place of the Americas in developing liberal ideas and in working these into the law has been that of a "great admirable and glorious" role, yet he does not feel that the term American international law
is appropriately applied thereto. 61

More recently, the negative of the controversy has been taken up by Daniel Antokoletz. This Argentine publicist has attempted to solve the matter with reference to three questions which, in turn, he analyzes.

In the first place, "Can the possibility that an American international law exists be admitted?" 62 By way of answering he notes that conventional regionalism is quite possible and that certain American conventions do, in fact, exist. A clearly constituted system of particularist norms, consequently, is thought to be theoretically possible. 63

Secondly, he asks "Does American international law exist now?" 64 While readily admitting that Pan American solidarity is a reality, 65 he has many doubts about the specific applications which have been attributed to it. He is skeptical, for example, about the alleged American origin of so-called fundamental rights of states such as rights of independence and of juridical equality. 66 The notion of arbitration as an American principle draws his criticism: "Neither America nor Europe is anxious to renounce the system of exceptions to arbitration." 67 Codification, he notes, is a European as well as an American phenomenon, and on neither continent is it much beyond infancy. 68 Even uti possidetis as a rule of the Americans comes in for a share of criticism as Antokoletz finds that it is not accepted throughout the Americas. 69

The following clear and concise statement sums up his
answer on this point:

It is affirmed that many principles exist which, by reason of their more or less general acceptance and application, can be considered as constituting the international creed of America. They refer to the sovereign personality of the state, to the proscription of war and of force, to the reign of peace and of law. All that is true and it shows, not the existence of special principles, but of respect and veneration for them [which is] greater in America than in Europe. One may speak of international law in America, but not of American international law. That does not stop the American nations from drawing up special treaties among themselves more advanced or more humanitarian than [those which govern] their relations with Europe. 70

In the third place, he asks "Is it convenient that there be an international law for the American nations?" 71 To this he replies in substance that: (a) he is generally doubtful; that (b) the American nations (pueblos) would prefer to take part in a world wide arrangement as states rather than as subjects of a regional regime which would in some measure supersede them; and that (c) if international law is a science it should be universal. 72

It appears then that both Sá Vianna and Antokoletz recognize an element of truth in the allegations of Alvarez, but that they do not agree with him either as to the scope and extent of the phenomenon in question or in the matter of terminology.

2. Opinions of a Number of the Better Known Latin American Writers.

A brief survey of a number of the more prominent Latin American writers of international law indicates that prevailing opinion recognizes the existence of problems of international law peculiar to America or of American origin,
but there is little evidence of much strong support for the conception of an American international law in a more extended sense. E. L. Bidau, I. Ruiz Moreno, L. A. Podesta, A. Ulloa, M. Cruchaga Tocornal, and C. Díaz Cisneros all take, in this respect, much the same view. Even the Santo Domingan, Carlos Sánchez i Sánchez, whose work purports to be a textbook of American public international law, reconciles his discipline with universality. This may be seen in a quotation of his from Alvarez to the effect that American international law is merely an "...application of the principles of justice to certain relations of a whole continent"; and, again, he makes the observation regarding the term American international law that:

The adjective must not be taken as the expression of a distinct law, but as the expression of a particular application of general and universal public international law.

Cruchaga Tocornal, another writer who shows throughout his work much of the influence of Alvarez, notes that the letter never conceived of American international law as opposed to universal international law.

As for the others mentioned above, it will suffice here to quote the succinct remark of E. L. Bidau, for it carries the essence also of all of the other views:

If by American international law one must comprehend the existence of exclusively American problems which require peculiar solutions, just as there are European problems which do not interest America, the classification is, in our judgment, acceptable. But this does not authorize us to create a new branch of the science. International law, which develops the juridical constitution of humanity, governs the international community as a whole.
Conclusions

The controversy regarding the existence or non-existence of an American international law resolves itself largely into a terminological squabble.

Virtually all of the writers agree that there exists an element of continental solidarity which includes a few peculiarly American rules, practices, and problems, and that America has contributed much to international law in general; but there is much opposition to the term American international law, and to the emphasis on regional peculiarities except as being slight variations of general international law. Also, there is much opposition, based often on philosophical grounds, to any suggestion contrary to the idea of universality of international law.

The fact remains that virtually all of the writers who have been concerned with this matter consider that Alvarez' analysis of a sentiment of continental solidarity and community consciousness does have a certain validity. Consequently, on the basis of the adage ubi societas ibi ius one could logically contend that the full scope of Alvarez' view is theoretically sound.

On the other hand, if one's theoretical analysis is grounded, for example, on Spiropoulos' view that in all cases the dominant juridical opinion points the way, then it would seem that Alvarez' view is not well founded.

This choice of premises points up much that is of significance in any inquiry into the nature of law. The former,
a form of quasi-biological naturalism, assumes a natural result, namely law, flowing from the actual existence of a society. The latter premise, positing a relativist view, suggests that law is essentially an intellectual phenomenon and depends largely not upon the social data per se, but upon the social acceptance of a particular juristic view which acceptance may have resulted in no small measure from the persuasive influence of the juristic theory itself. While it is true that the latter normally is based on an evaluation of facts, it is equally true that it is the juridical evaluation and not the facts themselves which dominate the legal horizon. One of this latter persuasion would not admit the active legal significance of a custom which exists in a physical sense but which has been given no juristic consideration. Its existence he would not deny, but he would question its legal reality. Accordingly, one would recognize the potential juridical value of every fact, but would be disposed to require that its legal significance must be recognized before it can be said to have achieved full juridical reality.

Specifically, one might suggest, for example, that if a government is not recognized (either internally or externally) in spite of the fulfillment of all of the criteria for recognition, who can say that the juridical results normally flowing from recognition would, nevertheless, flow from the fulfillment of the criteria for recognition. Or again, who can deny that shortly after the adoption of the United States Constitution recognition alone accounted for
the legal difference between it and the Articles of Confederation? Actually, in view of the fact that the earlier document has never been formally repealed and consequently that it can lay a logical if not a reasonable claim to contemporary validity, one of the main evidences of its invalidity is the mere fact of its not being recognized. Manifestly, sufficient evidence of actual governmental effectiveness may eventually inspire or compel recognition, but in the last analysis only recognition can impute legal significance.

That both of these premises are true to a degree can hardly be denied, but the question of their practical application presents a problem. For example, even assuming the validity of ubi societas ibi jus, how does one determine whether a society does or does not exist except by reference to attitudes? Or, what is to prevent opinion from recognizing the existence of a society while denying the application of the adage? And ultimately, what, other than opinion, validates or invalidates the adage itself?

The present writer, holding to a view which combines these premises, is of the opinion that facts, while of potential juridical value, only assume actual legal significance by virtue of recognition of their possession of that legal significance. This recognition is, of course, an intellectual process by which man adjusts his legal rules to conform with his perception of truth. This view does not deny man's ability to perceive truth, nor does it repudiate the validity of natural law in the sense of an intuition of what is just
and hence of what ought to be enacted into positive law. Rather, it states that in a human society both truth and justice while having potential juridical value must await appropriate recognition of their attributes before attaining practical legal significance.

In the last analysis, the validity of Alvarez' view must depend on which of the two premises mentioned above appears to be justified together with a judgment as to the extent to which particularist rules actually do obtain. The present writer is of the opinion that there is not sufficient justification for the view advanced by Alvarez. This opinion must be seen, however, in the light of the writer's avowed choice and qualification of premises and from the standpoint of what is believed to be only insignificant variations in continental practices. It must be realized also that there is at least some possibility of future development in the direction of an American international law especially under the auspices of the Organization of American States.
The views on the philosophy of international law of most of the Latin American writers of the nineteenth century, and of selected representative writers of the twentieth century, have been outlined against the background of a general survey of the philosophy of international law since the fifteenth century, and in the light of an explanation of contemporary interest in this general topic. These writers were classified into the three categories of positivist, naturalist, and eclectic, the attempt having been made to give as exact a statement as possible of the position of each on the problem of the nature and sources of international law.

It must be realized, of course, that these three terms have varied in meaning to some degree during the past five hundred years, and that while Grotius was classed as an eclectic by virtue of the views which were generally held in his day, Lauterpacht, who is considered to be a naturalistic thinker, is really much more positivistic than Grotius. There is, then, a certain relativity in these terms which must be recognized by the reader, but at the same time they do suggest similar leanings or tendencies on the part of the writers to whom they are applied which are meaningful so long as the dominant ethos of the age in which the particular writer lived is kept in mind.

In addition to the earlier statements that have been made and by way of refreshing the reader's memory, it would seem appropriate to briefly re-explain the way in which these
terms have been used in this work.

The term positivist has been applied to those writers who show a marked preference for such sources of international law as treaties, customs, and court decisions, to the relative exclusion of the ideal moral element. Naturalist, on the other hand, signifies those writers whose orientation is toward viewing international law as resting primarily on a sense of what is just and right and only to a small degree on positive sources. Many of these writers suggest, for example, that the positive law in order to be valid must mirror the natural law.

The term eclectic has been used here in two senses. In the cases of those writers who are classified as eclectic, it indicates that the writer being discussed views international law as stemming from treaties and other positive sources on the one hand, and from a conception of the just on the other. In these instances the writers seem to give approximately equal weight to naturalist and to positivist sources and not to rely on one appreciably more than on the other. The second sense in which the term eclectic has been used is to be noted in statements observing that virtually all of the Latin American writers have been, in fact, eclectics to a degree. This statement means that even though a writer has stressed treaties and customs and has belittled the practical importance of natural law, he has not altogether abandoned it. On the other hand, it describes writers who have stressed the ideal moral element in the law at the expense
of the positive law, but who, nevertheless, recognize that the latter does have some significance.

The works of these same writers were analyzed also to determine what stand each would take on the question of the individual as a subject of international law.

In these phases of the work eighteen writers of each century were surveyed. In the case of the nineteenth century this figure represents all of the textbooks and treatises which could be located. As for the twentieth century the selection was made in general on the bases of representativeness and importance.

Reform elements were considered separately and the survey of them does not purport to be exhaustive. Of this group, only the works of Alberdi were considered in the chapter on the nineteenth century, while an effort has been made to outline the more important twentieth century attempts at the reconstruction of the law of nations.

As a whole, the present study attempts to express the general consensus of textbook and treatise writers in Latin America on the philosophy of international law; to give a fairly comprehensive estimate of the new view of international law including proposals and suggestions for reform, as these have appeared especially in the twentieth century; also to document the increasing support of the view that the individual should be regarded as a subject of international law.

In addition, the question of the existence of an American international law has been surveyed in an attempt to evaluate
this particularist theory.

Since nearly all of the Latin American works used in this study have been found available only in Spanish, French, or Portuguese editions, and, for the most part, are not widely known in the United States, it is felt that this survey should contribute to an understanding of Latin American conceptions of international law and to an appreciation of Latin American thought and legal theory in general.

There are essentially six conclusive deductions which may be drawn from this study, and they may be succinctly summarized as follows:

1. Virtually all Latin American publicists reviewed were eclectics to some degree. The classifications of naturalist, eclectic, and positivist are therefore relative designations. These writers show an overwhelming consistency in that all but a very few concern themselves at least to a degree with the ideal moral element as well as with the positive law. This characteristic is in evidence from the earliest to the most modern treatises and stands in marked contrast, for example, to the view presented by Hans Kelsen that the natural law doctrine is at best a useful lie.\(^1\)

2. Throughout the entire period covered, the emphasis on positivism has been more pronounced than that on naturalism, but during the twentieth century, positivism has been even more prevalent than during the nineteenth century. This corresponds to the situation elsewhere in the western world. Naturalism, while very much in evidence during this whole
period, has become less pronounced during the twentieth than it was during the nineteenth century. This is seen in the fact that while there were several works written during the earlier period which could be classified as primarily naturalistic, no such works appeared in the representative twentieth century treatises surveyed. This does not mean that no instances of relatively pure naturalism exist; rather, it suggests that this point of view has been tempered with positivism in the minds of writers of systematic treatises, and that naturalism's only appreciable manifestation appears in works sufficiently dichotomous to be classified as eclectic.

3. The attempt made here to document the development of the idea that man as an individual should be entitled to enjoy international personality has indicated rather clearly the increased support in recent time for this important development.

While Alberdi alone among the nineteenth century writers espoused this cause, a considerable number of the more modern scholars have entertained the same view. It is of some significance that approximately a third of the twentieth century writers of general works in Latin America and nearly all of the "seekers" were at least somewhat persuaded in this direction.

It is not known whether this degree of support would obtain throughout the western world as a whole, but the fact that the Latin American ideas on this matter are as strong as they are would lead to the speculation that the status
of the individual person in this connection, while manifestly undergoing some change, may be expected in the relatively near future to have become greatly modified.

4. There is ample indication in all of the writings of a fairly close parallel between the philosophy of international law in Latin America and throughout the western world.

As far as the modern influences are concerned, it is evident that the major schools are represented in Latin America together with several uniquely American ideas. It appears that of all the modern reconstructionist schools represented, the view of Duguit has been the most influential.

5. With respect to the sometime controversial question of the existence of a characteristically American international law, it may be concluded that while a few particularistic rules, practices, and sentiments exist as peculiar to the Western Hemisphere, the gist of the polemic seems to be terminological, i.e., the issue seems to be whether this handful of peculiarly American rules should be called American international law, or by the less formal term of international law in America.

There seems to be ample support of Alvarez' view that a sentiment of continental solidarity does exist in some degree, but here again the same terminological question is raised as to whether this sentiment is of enough significance to warrant the recognition of an American international law.
In the last analysis there seems to be relatively little support for the American school as such, except as qualified above.

6. As a whole, Latin American views seem to parallel those of the western world, but there seems to be less adherence in Latin America to rigid positivism than elsewhere. This is true in the sense that moral influences, while relegated to lesser roles more often than not in Hispanic America, are nevertheless rather consistently recognized as having at least some legal validity.

In this connection, the question may legitimately be raised as to whether any legal system can avoid being in some measure eclectic, and in fact, whether the positivists who try either to deny the moral element altogether or to relegate it entirely to a position anterior to law have really done anything but confuse the issue by use of definitions that delimit too rigidly the broad subject of law. It will be recalled that even the follower of Kelsen, Pedro Baptista Martins, observed that the moral, psychological, and sociological elements are expressed in custom which in turn is ultimately enforced by virtue of its support in the juridical conscience. Martins goes on to add that:

Paraphrasing Kelsen himself, it can be affirmed that it is not properly in juridical custom, but in its mental representation, that the normative authority resides, the generative force of law.²

Perhaps the most striking conclusion to be drawn from this entire study is that virtually without exception the
Latin American authorities on international law have felt that it is manifestly unrealistic to try by means of dialectic and definitions to place this fundamental element of naturalism outside the scope of law.

As has been observed earlier, this tendency stands in marked contrast to relativist views such as Kelsen's belief that the natural law is pure myth. It also stands opposed to the Pufendorfian view that only the natural law is valid, but since this last mentioned persuasion has virtually no support today, the importance rests with the Latin American opposition to complete positivism.

It would seem that the Latin American writers are saying in effect that the end of law is justice and that justice after all is not entirely a subjective and relative thing, but rather it is that quality—often relative, it is true, from situation to situation, yet absolute nevertheless in its ultimate goal—of the mutually harmonious rapport which must obtain among men before the good life can be realized.
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